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To the citizens of White Settlement,
It is my pleasure, on behalf of your City Council, the Planning and Zoning Board and City staff to present to you the
Comprehensive Plan for the City of White Settlement.
This document is the City’s first comprehensive planning effort in more than twenty years. Over the past several months
members of the City Council and the Planning and Zoning Board, City staff, and the public provided valuable input on a
wide variety of planning and land use topics. Information and input regarding White Settlement’s character and livability,
housing, transportation, utilities, parks, trails and open space, economic and re-development opportunities was collected,
studied and discussed. The result is this Comprehensive Plan which establishes the future vision and goals for our City
government, and serves as a guide for this, and future City Councils, and City staffs. It will be an essential document as
White Settlement continues to grow and develop.
On behalf of the White Settlement, Texas, City Council, I wish to express our appreciation to City staff, White Settlement
citizens and Freese and Nichols, Inc. for their time, effort and hard work in order to prepare this plan. This Comprehensive
Plan ensures that we can continue to provide for this and future generations of White Settlement residents.
Respectfully yours,

Ronald A. White
Mayor
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2%
Male
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8%

White

Black

American Indian & Alaska Native

Asian

Other Single Race

Two or More Races

Source:2014-2017ACS Estimate

Source:2014-2017ACS Estimate

The US Census Bureau (American Community Survey 5-year report 20132017) estimates that there are 6,810 housing units within the City. Renteroccupied dwellings in White Settlement are slightly more prevalent
(51.5%) than owner-occupied dwellings, which make up 48.5% of the local
housing units. The state of Texas reports a 38% renter-occupancy rate. The
proximity of the Naval Air Station Fort Worth Joint Reserve Base likely
influences the number of rental housing units available in the City.
Approximately 5.4% of all housing units in the City are currently vacant.
Housing units within this category may be vacant because they are either
in need of renovation or may be in transition between occupants.

developments total 1,931 which is comprised of 1,618 apartment units
and 313 nursing home units.
Having an accurate count of existing housing units is important for
understanding the demand for new housing stock that is represented by
anticipated population growth over the coming years. With this baseline
and an understanding of average household size in the community (2.73
persons per owner-occupied unit / 2.61 per renter-occupied unit), it is
possible to estimate the kind of land area necessary to serve the growing
population of White Settlement.

The City of White Settlement Utility Billing and Customer Service
Department is responsible for establishing and maintaining all water
utility accounts in the City. According to the City’s records for utility
connections there are a total of 6,816 housing units, which is six more
units than what was provided by the US Census Bureau (American
Community Survey 5-year report 2013-2017) estimates.
provides
a breakdown of the City’s utility accounts.
The business account category includes nursing homes and apartment
complexes (larger than a quad-plex). The City’s Fire Marshal reports that
there are 4 nursing homes and 11 apartment complexes within the City
of White Settlement. Current dwelling unit counts from these
Source: City of White Settlement Utility and Billing Customer Service Department

48.5%

51.5%
Source:2014-2017 ACS Estimate

Source:2014-2017 ACS Estimate

Source:2014-2017 ACS Estimate

Source:2014-2017 ACS Estimate

Source:2014-2017ACS Estimate
Source:2014-2017ACS Estimate

3,192.50
1Parks

and Open Space acreage only represents publicly owned
parcels, additional parkland is recognized in easements across
privately-owned property within the City.
2The nonresidential category includes retail, commercial and office
land uses.
3The residential category consist of single family detached, duplex,
manufactured housing and multifamily.
4The public and semi-public land uses consist of either institutional
or public facilities.
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Note: The data shown above is a combined summary of dots placed on the Big Idea
Board #1 placed in the Public Library and the Senior Center

Note: The data shown above is a combined summary of dots placed on the Big
Idea Board #2 placed in the Public Library and the Senior Center

The resident input exercises for the housing station were aimed to understand
the strengths, weaknesses and opportunities regarding the existing housing in the
City, refer to
, and the type of housing that is missing or desired, refer to
.
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The Special Areas in the City are intended to be overlays in the future. When the overlays are implemented in the City’s Zoning regulations, they are
intended to supplement the base zoning to establish unique development standards to preserve and/or create a unique character for each area. The
characteristics of each Special Area are listed below:

•
•
•
•

Notes:
1 Dwelling unit per acre (net acreage)
2 Occupancy rate was obtained from the 2013-2017 American Community Survey 5-year estimates
3Persons per household was obtained from the 2013-2017 American Community Survey 5-year estimates

Objective 1.1
Prioritize revitalization efforts for
commercial corridors

Since the Future Land Use Plan identifies
the City’s commercial corridors, the next
step should be to identify priority areas
to enhance existing conditions to
capitalize on infill and redevelopment
opportunities that can be anticipated in
these areas. Corridor Enhancements are
discussed in
Community and Neighborhood
Livability on page 133.

Objective 1.2
Encourage quality mixed-use
development where appropriate

Incorporate development standards to
establish location criteria, urban design
features and building aesthetics to
ensure quality mixed-use developments.

Objective 1.3
Provide transitions between land
uses to address potential adverse
impacts of higher intensity
development
Objective 2.1
Incorporate unique site and
architectural standards for the
City’s Special Areas consisting of
the Town Center Overlay, MixedUse Overlay and Commercial
Corridor

It is important to implement a
timeline and strategy to improve
existing conditions of the City’s
commercial corridors, to encourage
reinvestment. Possible
enhancements are discussed in
further detail in Corridor
Enhancements in
Community and Neighborhood
Livability on page 133.
.
The limits of the Mixed-Use Overlay
are broad to provide flexibility with
changing market demands while
still providing clear direction of
where such use is appropriate.

Discussed in further detail in
Community and Neighborhood
Livability on page 122.

−

Discussed in further detail in
Community and Neighborhood
Livability on page 122.

−

Objective 2.2
Encourage local business, promote
a business-friendly environment

Locate land use categories on the Future
Land Use Map that support small-scale,
flexible businesses and tenant spaces.
Review land development regulations to
ensure adequate requirements for
landscaping, screening and accessibility
for all modes of transportation to
position these locations for success.

Small businesses are critically
important to the local economy.
Creating a supportive environment
for small businesses helps provide
stability and certainty in the
economy.

Objective 2.3
Organize Placemaking Workshops
with key stakeholders for each of
the City’s Special Areas
(Commercial Corridors, Town
Center Overlay and Mixed-Use
Overlay) to better understand an
area’s assets and challenges, to
identify a vision, and to develop a
strategy to reshape the area’s
character and identity

Prioritize when development standards
for each Special Area in the Future Land
Use Plan should be
prepared/implemented. Organize
Placemaking Workshops when
development standards are being written
for each Special Area.

Placemaking Workshops are a
collaborative effort between City
officials, staff members and key
stakeholders to identify the
common vision for the City’s Special
Areas.

Review and improve development
regulations related to transitions,
screening and buffers between disparate
uses. Ensure standards are in place to
support infill development and that it is
required to meet or exceed standards for
existing development.

Land use regulations (zoning and
subdivision regulations) need to be
updated and calibrated to reflect
the goals and objectives of the
Comprehensive Plan. Conducting a
complete review of these
regulations and implementing
changes accordingly is one of the
most effective ways to ensure the
City is following the policies and
strategies laid out in the plan.

Objective 3.1
Update land development
regulations to ensure the necessary
tools are available to encourage
high-quality development and
redevelopment of property within
the City

Objective 3.2
Utilize the Future Land Use Map
within this Plan to guide land use
decisions

Create a review checklist and a process
for evaluating applications for land use
actions. Process all requests using the
same criteria, providing all notices and
information necessary to proactively
engage the applicant, impacted property
owners and stakeholders.

Objective 3.3
Minimize compatibility issues
associated with noise exposure
from nearby aviation operations

Adopt the Naval Air Station Fort Worth
Joint Reserve Base overlay district to
preserve the livability and compatibility
of land uses adjacent to the Naval Air
Station Fort Worth Joint Reserve Base
and to minimize conflicts with the safety
and operations of the airfield.

All discretionary decisions related to
land use (zoning, variance, special
use permit) should reflect
thoughtful consideration of the
goals and objectives of the
Comprehensive Plan. This ensures
consistency and fairness in
decision-making and also keeps the
vision of the community at the
forefront when this kind of action is
initiated, either by the City or by a
property owner.
Noise can have an adverse impact
on certain types of development
while not affecting others. Uses that
should be located elsewhere or
should be provided sound
attenuation requirements (typically
as part of the City’s building code
requirements) should be identified.
These provisions should improve
the quality of life as well the safety
for residents and visitors in these
areas of the City.
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Objective 4.1
Utilize the Master Thoroughfare
Plan to prioritize future roadway
improvements and guide mobility
decisions
Objective 4.2
Adopt guidelines for access
management to increase street
connectivity

Objective 5.1
Coordinate with TxDOT and North
Central Texas Council of
Governments to understand the
access needs and planned
improvements

Construct, improve or require right-ofway for roadway sections reflected on
the Master Thoroughfare Plan that are
critical to City’s street network

The Master Thoroughfare Plan is
designed to serve the community at
full build-out.

Incorporate guidelines for access
management with the City’s street design
standards.

Access management can encourage
cross access by requiring minimum
driveway distances. This will help
with lot connectivity and reduce
traffic congestion on public
roadways.

Continue to participate in regional
transportation planning through North
Central Texas Council of Governments
understand the impact of planned
improvements for freeways within and
surrounding the City of White
Settlement.
Advocate for projects that will improve
access and visibility for the City to
support growth and mobility.

Partnerships with TxDOT and North
Central Texas Council of
Governments can help achieve
mobility strategies reflected in the
Master Thoroughfare Plan.

Objective 6.1
Adopt policies and regulations to
support better utilization of public
infrastructure

Update street design criteria shown in
Table 12 (page 102) to plan for more
efficient use of right-of-way.

Objective 6.2
Conduct traffic and feasibility
studies and cost-benefit analysis of
roadway improvements

Conduct Traffic and Feasibility Studies to
determine cost, feasibility and
construction timeline to conduct a costbenefit analysis of roadways
improvements.

Objective 6.3
Develop context sensitive streets
for the City’s Special Areas (Town
Center and Mixed-Use Overlay)
and on-street bike facilities

Adopt a complete street policy for streets
within the Town Center Overlay and
those planned with on-street bike
facilities as shown in the Pedestrian and
Bicycle Plan shown in Figure 53 (page
112).

The City currently utilizes the City of
Fort Worth’s street sections which
can be designed more efficiently to
condense the amount of right-ofway for each street section. This
adjustment may allow the City of
White Settlement more options
within existing rights-of-way,
especially in areas that are
constrained due to existing
development or environmental
features such as floodplain.
The Comprehensive Plan has
identified the vision and established
the framework for future roadway
and pedestrian/bicycle facilities. The
next steps are to determine the
logistics on how and when
improvements will be constructed.
The traffic and feasibility studies will
help identify any problems that may
arise in the future, determine final
design specifications, cost
estimates, and a construction
timeline.
“Complete Streets” will achieve
context sensitive solution to
enhance walkability in the Town
Center Overlay and to incorporate
proposed on-street bike facilities
shown in Figure 53 (page 112).

Objective 6.4
Develop partnerships to improve
awareness of public transportation
options through outreach,
marketing, and educational efforts;
identify opportunities as they
become available

Work with North Central Texas Council of
Governments and local transit providers
to identify opportunities for public
outreach and education about public
transportation opportunities.

Introducing public transportation
through marketing and outreach,
builds understanding and advocacy.
Initial efforts, such as park and ride
lots or van-share and carpooling
services, can set the stage for more
robust efforts to bring more
transportation options to the City.
This should not require funding nor
resources from the City. Providing
for ride-share parking, bike parking
and park and ride lots should be
discussed when land development
regulations are updated.

Objective 7.1
Evaluate the City’s Capital
Improvement Program (CIP) for
on-going maintenance needs, as
well as new facilities required to
serve the community

Program the new street section reflected
in the Master Thoroughfare Plan (page
98) and the Pedestrian and Bike Facilities
reflected in the Pedestrian and Bicycle
Plan (page 112) in the City’s Capital
Improvement Program.

The Capital Improvement Program
is a mechanism to implement
Master Thoroughfare Plan and the
Pedestrian and Bicycle Plan.

Objective 7.2
Develop an annual budget review
process and priorities on continued
maintenance and upkeep.

Prioritize all the recommendations of the
mobility chapter, specifically those
pertaining to the Master Thoroughfare
Plan, Pedestrian and Bicycle Plan,
Complete Streets. Policy, and Traffic
Studies. Every year, this list should be
revisited with the annual review of capital
improvements and updated once tasks
associated with each recommendation
are completed.

This is a methodical approach to
ensure that all the
recommendations of the Mobility
Chapter (page 91) are completed
especially since this will be an
ongoing task for many years.
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Distinctive neighborhood
characteristics should be
utilized to create an
individual personality
within each
neighborhood to further
solidify the creation of
sense of community.
Variation in housing
design and types with
pedestrian connectivity
to parks, community
facilities and schools will
enhance social
interaction and character
of residential areas.

Encourage connected
neighborhoods both
internal and external
connectivity.
Neighborhoods should
be linked to each other
via pedestrian and
roadway connections as
in accordance to the
Pedestrian and Bicycle
Plan on page 112.

Parks and open spaces,
public facilities, schools
and necessary
infrastructure contribute
to the long-term
attractiveness and
sustainability of
neighborhoods.
Amenities should be
incorporated at strategic
locations, considering
where they may best
serve most residents.

Incorporate a variety of
housing sizes and types
to provide opportunities
for residents of all ages,
socio-economic
situations and life stages.
Encourage dispersed
housing types within
individual neighborhoods
through varying lots and
housing sizes.

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strategies to implement the recommendations outlined in this section are summarized in the table below.

Objective 1.3
Provide transitions between land
uses to address potential adverse
impacts of higher intensity
development

Incorporate development standards
that will buffer and mitigate any
adverse impacts of
noncomplimentary (or conflicting)
land uses. A tiered system for
screening and buffering based on
land use intensity will improve
compatibility of existing land uses.

Land use types are strategically placed on the
Future Land Use Map to remain compatible
with surrounding land uses and encourage the
development of desirable land uses, however
guidelines to mitigate any adverse impacts or
appropriate transition from conflicting land
uses is not addressed. Development standards
to transition from conflicting land uses can
include landscape setbacks with vegetation,
which would be outlined in the City’s
development guidelines.

Objective 2.1
Incorporate unique site and
architectural standards for the
City’s Special Areas consisting of
the Town Center Overlay, MixedUse Overlay and Commercial
Corridor

Create unique development and
architectural standards for the
City’s Special Areas to create the
identity envisioned for each area.
The design criteria for each Special
Area should be reviewed and
considered for approval by the City
Council.

Unique sense of identity and character will be
contributed by the development standards
tailored for each Special Area. Implementing
the design criteria for each overlay is
important for executing the vision.

Objective 8.1
Promote and support the
creation of Neighborhood
Partnership Program

Support the creation of a
Neighborhood Partnership
Program to organize community
improvements projects with
residents and local organizations. It
is recommended that a staff
member be the point of contact
and project manager for
neighborhood improvement
projects.

The creation of a neighborhood partnership
program will encourage City and public
collaboration on community improvement
projects.

Objective 8.2
Incorporate site enhancements
to improve the quality of
residential and nonresidential
development

Site enhancements should be
explored for both residential and
nonresidential land uses. A
comprehensive list of which would
serve the community best should
be created and considered for
approval by the City Council.

Site enhancements can be incorporated in the
City’s development standards for residential
and nonresidential development.

Objective 8.3
Modify landscaping standards to
require trees located closer to
the street to shade sidewalks and
frame the roadways

Amend the City’s landscaping
regulations to require street trees
within a specified distance from
street right-of-way.

Minor landscaping modifications can improve
the aesthetic of the City and frame the street.
Within the City’s current landscaping standards
trees can be planted anywhere within the front
yard.

Objective 8.4
Incorporate gateway markers and
wayfinding signage

Create a comprehensive sign
design and plan to incorporate
gateway markers and wayfinding
signage.

The installation of gateway markers and
wayfinding signage can enhance the City’s
identity and branding.

Objective 8.5
Promote quality infill
development to expand the
supply and the type of available
housing

Review housing types permitted
within the current zoning code.
Update regulations to allow a
greater variety of housing options.
Update regulations to ensure infill
development is properly integrated
into existing, stable neighborhoods.

A variety of housing options will facilitate the
concept of providing life cycle housing as
discussed on page 126 (Range of Housing
Opportunities and Choices).

Objective 9.1
Create a connected network of
parks, trails and open spaces
throughout the City

Prioritize sections of the Pedestrian
and Bicycle plan that will help close
the gaps and be more beneficial to
the community.

Construct sections of the pedestrian and
bicycle system that will be continuous with
existing trails.

Objective 9.2
Connect to the region’s planned
bicycle and pedestrian network

Prioritize construction of trails
connecting to the City of Fort
Worth trail system which will allow
for regional connectivity.

City of White Settlement has an opportunity to
expand the local trail system to the Fort Worth
regional trail systems.
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1988 Future Land Use Plan

2040 Future Land Use Plan
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Fort Worth
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Zoning Map Comparison
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Note:
A comprehensive plan shall not
constitute zoning district regulations
or establish zoning district boundaries.

PEMBERTON ST

Objective 1.1
Prioritize revitalization
efforts for commercial
corridors

Since the Future Land Use Plan
identifies the City’s commercial
corridors, the next step should
be to identify priority areas to
enhance existing conditions to
capitalize on infill and
redevelopment opportunities
that can be anticipated in
these areas. Corridor
Enhancements are discussed
in

Zoning Ordinance

Community
Services
Departments

Zoning Ordinance

Community
Services
Departments

Community and
Neighborhood Livability on
page 133.
Objective 1.2
Encourage quality
mixed-use
development where
appropriate

Incorporate development
standards to establish location
criteria, urban design features
and building aesthetics to
ensure quality mixed-use
developments.

Objective 1.3
Provide transitions
between land uses to
address potential
adverse impacts of
higher intensity
development

Incorporate development
standards that will buffer and
mitigate any adverse impacts
of noncomplimentary (or
conflicting) land uses. A tiered
system for screening and
buffering based on land use
intensity will improve
compatibility of existing land
uses.

Zoning Ordinance

Community
Services
Departments

Objective 2.1
Incorporate unique site
and architectural
standards for the City’s
Special Areas
consisting of the Town
Center Overlay, MixedUse Overlay and
Commercial Corridor

Create unique development
and architectural standards for
the City’s Special Areas to
create the identity envisioned
for each area. The design
criteria for each Special Area
should be reviewed and
considered for approval by the
City Council.

Zoning Ordinance

Community
Services
Departments

Objective 2.2
Encourage local
business, promote a
business-friendly
environment

Locate land use categories on
the Future Land Use Map that
support small-scale, flexible
businesses and tenant spaces.
Review land development
regulations to ensure adequate
requirements for landscaping,
screening and accessibility for
all modes of transportation to
position these locations for
success.

Zoning Ordinance

Community
Services
Departments

Objective 2.3
Organize Placemaking
Workshops with key
stakeholders for each
of the City’s Special
Areas (Commercial
Corridors, Town Center
Overlay and Mixed-Use
Overlay) to better
understand an area’s
assets and challenges,
to identify a vision, and
to develop a strategy
to reshape the area’s
character and identity

Prioritize when development
standards for each Special
Area in the Future Land Use
Plan should be
prepared/implemented.
Organize Placemaking
Workshops when development
standards are being written for
each Special Area.

Zoning Ordinance

Community
Services
Departments

Objective 3.1
Update land
development
regulations to ensure
the necessary tools are
available to encourage
high-quality
development and
redevelopment of
property within the
City

Review and improve
development regulations
related to transitions,
screening and buffers between
disparate uses. Ensure
standards are in place to
support infill development and
that it is required to meet or
exceed standards for existing
development.

Zoning Ordinance

Community
Services
Departments

Objective 3.2
Utilize the Future Land
Use Map within this
Plan to guide land use
decisions

Create a review checklist and a
process for evaluating
applications for land use
actions. Process all requests
using the same criteria,
providing all notices and
information necessary to
proactively engage the
applicant, impacted property
owners and stakeholders.

Zoning Ordinance

Community
Services
Departments

Objective 3.3
Minimize compatibility
issues associated with
noise exposure from
nearby aviation
operations

Adopt the Naval Air Station
Fort Worth Joint Reserve Base
overlay district to preserve the
livability and compatibility of
land uses adjacent to the Naval
Air Station Fort Worth Joint
Reserve Base and to minimize
conflicts with the safety and
operations of the airfield.

Zoning Ordinance

Community
Services
Departments

Objective 4.1
Utilize the Master
Thoroughfare Plan to
prioritize future
roadway
improvements and
guide mobility
decisions

Construct, improve or require
right-of-way for roadway
sections reflected on the
Master Thoroughfare Plan that
are critical to City’s street
network

City Policy

Community
Services
Departments

Objective 4.2
Adopt guidelines for
access management to
increase street
connectivity

Objective 5.1
Coordinate with TxDOT
and North Central
Texas Council of
Governments to
understand the access
needs and planned
improvements

Objective 6.1
Adopt policies and
regulations to support
better utilization of
public infrastructure

Incorporate guidelines for
access management at the
time street design standards
are updated.
Continue to participate in
regional transportation
planning through North
Central Texas Council of
Governments understand the
impact of planned
improvements for freeways
within and surrounding the
City of White Settlement.

City Policy

Community
Services
Departments

Partnership with
North Central Texas
Council of
Governments

Community
Services
Departments

Zoning Ordinance

Community
Services
Department;
Consultant
Teams

Advocate for projects that will
improve access and visibility
for the City to support growth
and mobility.

Update street design criteria
shown in Table 12 (page 102)
to plan for more efficient use
of right-of-way.

Objective 6.2
Conduct traffic and
feasibility studies and
cost-benefit analysis of
roadway
improvements

Conduct Traffic and Feasibility
Studies to determine cost,
feasibility and construction
timeline to conduct a costbenefit analysis of roadways
improvements.

City Policy

Community
Services
Departments;
Consultant
Team

Objective 6.3
Develop context
sensitive streets for the
City’s Special Areas
(Town Center and
Mixed-Use Overlay)
and on-street bike
facilities

Adopt a complete street policy
for streets within the Town
Center Overlay and those
planned with on-street bike
facilities as shown in the
Pedestrian and Bicycle Plan
shown in Figure 53 (page 112).

Subdivision
Ordinance; City
Policy

Community
Services
Departments
; Consultant
Team

Objective 6.4
Develop partnerships
to improve awareness
of public
transportation options
through outreach,
marketing, and
educational efforts;
identify opportunities
as they become
available

Work with North Central Texas
Council of Governments and
local transit providers to
identify opportunities for
public outreach and education
about public transportation
opportunities.

Partnership with
North Central
Texas Council of
Governments

Community
Services
Departments

Objective 7.1
Evaluate the City’s
Capital Improvement
Program (CIP) for ongoing maintenance
needs, as well as new
facilities required to
serve the community

Program the new street section
reflected in the Master
Thoroughfare Plan (page 98)
and the Pedestrian and Bike
Facilities reflected in the
Pedestrian and Bicycle Plan
(page 112) in the City’s Capital
Improvement Program.

Capital
Improvement
Program

Community
Services
Departments

Objective 7.2
Develop an annual
budget review process
and priorities on
continued
maintenance and
upkeep

Prioritize all the
recommendations of the
mobility chapter, specifically
those pertaining to the Master
Thoroughfare Plan, Pedestrian
and Bicycle Plan, Complete
Streets. Policy, and Traffic
Studies. Every year, this list
should be revisited with the
annual review of capital
improvements and updated
once tasks associated with
each recommendation are
completed.

Capital
Improvement
Program

Community
Services
Departments

Objective 8.1
Promote and support
the creation of
Neighborhood
Partnership Program

Objective 8.2
Incorporate site
enhancements to
improve the quality of
residential and
nonresidential
development

Support the creation of a
Neighborhood Partnership
Program to organize
community improvements
projects with residents and
local organizations. It is
recommended that a staff
member be the point of
contact and project manager
for neighborhood
improvement projects.
Site enhancements should be
explored for both residential
and nonresidential land uses. A
comprehensive list of which
would serve the community
best should be created and
considered for approval by the
City Council.

City Policy

Community
Services
Departments

Zoning Ordinance

Community
Services
Departments

Objective 8.3
Modify landscaping
standards to require
trees located closer to
the street to shade
sidewalks and frame
the roadways

Amend the City’s landscaping
regulations to require street
trees within a specified
distance from street right-ofway.

Zoning Ordinance

Community
Services
Departments

Objective 8.4
Incorporate gateway
markers and
wayfinding signage

Create a comprehensive sign
design and plan to incorporate
gateway markers and
wayfinding signage.

City Policy

Community
Services
Departments

Objective 8.5
Promote quality infill
development to
expand the supply and
the type of available
housing

Review housing types
permitted within the current
zoning code. Update
regulations to allow a greater
variety of housing options.
Update regulations to ensure
infill development is properly
integrated into existing, stable
neighborhoods.

Zoning Ordinance

Community
Services
Departments

Objective 9.1
Create a connected
network of parks, trails
and open spaces
throughout the City

Prioritize sections of the
Pedestrian and Bicycle plan
that will help close the gaps
and be more beneficial to the
community.

Capital Improvement
Projects (CIP)

Community
Services
Departments

Objective 9.2
Connect to the
region’s planned
bicycle and pedestrian
network

Prioritize construction of trails
connecting to the City of Fort
Worth trail system which will
allow for regional connectivity.

Capital Improvement
Projects (CIP)

Community
Services
Departments
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Q1 Which best describes you?

City of White Settlement Comprehensive Plan

I live in
White...

I work in
White...

I live and
work in Whit...

I do not live
or work in...

I do not live
or work in...

ANSWER CHOICES
I live in White Settlement
I work in White Settlement
I live and work in White Settlement
I do not live or work in White Settlement, but I/my children go to school in White Settlement ISD
I do not live or work in White Settlement but visit White Settlement frequently
TOTAL

1 / 49

90% 100%

SurveyMonkey

5.77%

15.49%

28.17%

45.47%

31

35

94

171

276

RESPONSES

5.11%
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90% 100%

25.15%

9.65%

28.95%

113

86

33

99

SurveyMonkey

33.04%

11
342

3.22%

RESPONSES

Q2 Using the map above, indicate which area you live in.

Area #1 (North
of Clifford)

Area #2 (South
of Clifford ...

Area #3 (South
of White...

Area #4 (South
of White...

Area #5 (South
of White...

ANSWER CHOICES
Area #1 (North of Clifford)
Area #2 (South of Clifford / North of White Settlement)
Area #3 (South of White Settlement / West of Las Vegas Trail)
Area #4 (South of White Settlement / Between Las Vegas Trail and Cherry Ln)
Area #5 (South of White Settlement / East of Cherry Ln)
TOTAL

2 / 49
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Q3 Do you own or rent a home in the City of White Settlement?

ANSWER CHOICES
Own

TOTAL

Rent
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SurveyMonkey

30.72%

51

90% 100%

14.78%

71

80%

20.58%

345

0

117

0.00%

33.91%

RESPONSES

70%

Q4 How long have you lived in the City of White Settlement?

0 to 5 years

6 to 10 years

11 to 20 years

Over 20 years

Not Applicable

ANSWER CHOICES
0 to 5 years
6 to 10 years
11 to 20 years
Over 20 years
Not Applicable
TOTAL

4 / 49
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47.39%
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1.49%

RESPONSES

80%

Q5 Which describes you best?

City of White Settlement Comprehensive Plan

I work at JRB
or Lockheed...

I work
elsewhere in...

I own a
business

I do not work
in the city

ANSWER CHOICES
I work at JRB or Lockheed Martin
I work elsewhere in White Settlement
I own a business

TOTAL

I do not work in the city

5 / 49
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Skipped: 203
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SurveyMonkey

40.64%

5.42%

176

165

22

90% 100%

43.35%

43
406

10.59%

RESPONSES

70%

Q6 How satisfied are you with the quality of life in White Settlement?

Unsatisfied

Somewhat
unsatisfied

Satisfied

Very Satisfied

ANSWER CHOICES
Very Satisfied
Satisfied
Somewhat unsatisfied

TOTAL

Unsatisfied

6 / 49
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Excellent

Good

Fair

Poor
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Skipped: 203
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SurveyMonkey

0.74%

82

3

90% 100%

20.20%

188

80%

46.31%

133
406

32.76%

RESPONSES

70%

Q7 How would you rate White Settlement in terms of attractiveness
(views, interest, charm) and general appearance?

ANSWER CHOICES
Excellent
Good
Fair

TOTAL

Poor

7 / 49
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Answered: 377

30%

60%

Skipped: 232

50%

70%
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90% 100%

SurveyMonkey

13.26%

50

RESPONSES

123

DATE

32.63%

4/23/2019 3:17 PM

25

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

4/23/2019 3:10 PM

6.63%

For me its home, its familiar

155

#

library

4/15/2019 5:20 AM

4/17/2019 3:41 AM

41.11%

1

Nothing really, unfortunately

4/14/2019 1:51 PM

38

2

Location and even though there is not that many police officers their presence in the
neighborhoods. (At least where we live)

4/9/2019 10:27 PM

10.08%

3

None

4/3/2019 12:54 PM

131

4

Proximity to Lockheed and NASJRB

34.75%

5

LOCKHEED

3/26/2019 11:19 PM

189

6

3/26/2019 4:23 PM

50.13%

7

Nothing White Settlement needs to do more. Fix the streets, add more parks, add more community
gardens

10%

Q8 What makes White Settlement attractive and distinguishable from
surrounding communities? (Select all that apply)

Neighborhoods

Park and trails

Businesses

Schools

Community
aesthetics a...
Sense of
community

Affordability

ANSWER CHOICES
Neighborhoods
Park and trails
Businesses
Schools
Community aesthetics and character
Sense of community

8

COUNTRY FEEL

Total Respondents: 377

Affordability

9

3/21/2019 12:43 PM

3/26/2019 9:17 AM

3/19/2019 8:55 AM

Being a small town

3/12/2019 7:06 PM

10

3/12/2019 11:20 AM

Nothing

Library Senior Center Rec Center

12

Fairly small communities

11

13

only a few of the neighborhoods. The neighborhoods around West and Liberty are not attractive at
all.

14

8 / 49

Making roads and streets smooth and in good condition, especially in residential homes.
(potholes, cracks, etc.)
3/12/2019 8:23 AM

3/12/2019 8:44 AM

SurveyMonkey

15
there isnt any

City of White Settlement Comprehensive Plan

16

3/8/2019 9:55 AM

3/9/2019 6:05 PM

3/6/2019 4:21 PM

There’s not really anything that makes it attractive. It’s like a ghost town

3/6/2019 4:07 PM

17

3/6/2019 1:15 PM

18

n/a

3/5/2019 10:22 PM

3/7/2019 10:08 PM

Nothing really maybe quaint and quiet, slower pace.

3/5/2019 7:43 PM

New housing developments are going great, need to continue with the urban renewal to remove
the outdated run down homes. This city needs more attractive business and restaurants along
with newer shopping facilities. HEB, Dicks Sporting Goods, movie bistro, more attractive small
eateries

23

Nothing is attractive in White Settlement. It is old, the streets are horrible and too much drug traffic
as well as the city catering to the criminals call the gypsies

3/5/2019 2:57 PM

I moved here 4 years ago because for residential reasons. I enjoy the community, and grew up in
the West side of fort Worth. Easy access to i30 doesn't hurt

24

VISTA WEST AND SILVER CREEK ESTATES ARE PROBABLY THE BEST PART OF WHITE
SETTLEMENT.

3/5/2019 12:55 PM

19

25

Community activities such as parades, etc.

3/5/2019 12:50 PM

3/6/2019 7:43 PM

26

Your streets are horrible! Your traffic lights are worse than horrible!

3/5/2019 12:30 PM

3/7/2019 3:51 PM

27

Location

3/5/2019 12:15 PM

Safety, sidewalks

28

None

20

29

Larger backyards or lots.

3/5/2019 10:51 AM

Best customer service department

30

3/5/2019 10:09 AM

One side of 820 is amazing, the other looks like a dump.

31
Honestly it’s not affordable anymore and the crime rate has gone through the roof, White
Settlement use to been this sleepy little community that everyone knew everyone else and now it’s
not that way with all of these bigger chains coming in and the massive amount of apartments and
low income don’t help

22

32

I find very little attractive......sad but true

21

33

2/24/2019 7:05 PM

3/5/2019 12:29 AM

We like the park but there is literally nowhere in my area I feel safe walking on a trail

2/24/2019 6:08 PM

2/24/2019 7:02 PM

3/4/2019 9:43 PM

Easy access to major roads - multiple entry points

2/24/2019 2:44 PM

None

39

Things have changed- no grocery store locally' get rid of the half way house- run out the gypsies'
hire more police- stop building more apartments- close the schools of open enrollment no MORE
CAR LOTS

2/23/2019 12:12 PM

34

40

Central location to jobs

2/22/2019 10:17 PM

3/4/2019 8:28 PM

41

Safety

2/22/2019 9:20 PM

None

42

Location, location, location

2/22/2019 8:27 PM

none of above at this time

43

Small community

2/22/2019 8:18 PM

35

44

Relatively quiet neighborhood

2/22/2019 7:51 PM

36

45

it's a small town and not a large city

3/4/2019 8:14 PM

46

Location

2/22/2019 7:36 PM

2/25/2019 11:52 AM

47

2/22/2019 6:04 PM

Access to freeways and downtown

48
None

Lack of code enforcement, stray animals, and too many rent houses/vacant houses

49

Location. Easy assess to multiple highways. Close to Downtown, and rural areas to the west, but
not too close.

38

50

2/22/2019 6:01 PM

37

51

None of the above. The city needs lots of work. Only really has a Chili’s. I know you have added a
couple of new fast food places. But we need more and have to start cleaning up the Las Vegas
trail area. I’m way to scared to ever have my kids out by themselves
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331

214

119

96

109

71

169

112

RESPONSES

90% 100%

Q9 What are the greatest challenges facing White Settlement today?
(Pick three)

Lack of
housing choices
Lack of
distinct...
Protecting
natural...
Conflicts
between land...
Poor roadway
connectivity
Poor
pedestrian/b...
Insufficient
roadway,...
Not enough
shopping,...

ANSWER CHOICES
Lack of housing choices
Lack of distinct community identity
Protecting natural resources
Conflicts between land use types
Poor roadway connectivity
Poor pedestrian/bike connectivity
Insufficient roadway, drainage, water, and/or wastewater infrastructure

Total Respondents: 407

Not enough shopping, dining, and entertainment options

Appearance of houses and businesses

3/26/2019 9:17 AM

3/26/2019 3:38 PM

4/1/2019 7:30 PM

4/3/2019 1:00 PM

DATE

Trash all over the place. Everything looks junky and not takin care off in the neighborhoods.

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

4

Everything being run down and needing to be fixed up

3/22/2019 12:56 PM

3/25/2019 3:36 PM

#

5

The city is still named WHITE SETTELEMENT

3/21/2019 11:07 PM

4/9/2019 10:27 PM

6

Level of crime and drugs in White Settlement

3/21/2019 2:38 PM

4/15/2019 5:20 AM

7

I would like more people to take pride in keeping their property up to code.

3/19/2019 8:55 AM

Lack of and poor city management of tax dollars. Water management/ better streets.

8

Clean it up

1

9

neighborhood around West Elementary is falling apart

3/13/2019 1:15 PM

No recycling pick up

10

3/12/2019 3:16 PM

Lack of safe connections between parks and neighborhoods; gateways to nature, Trinity trails, etc

11

Bad school district

3

12

Irish Gypsy gang members make White Settlement off limits to Taxicabs & other means of public
transit.

2

13
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20

19

18

17

16

15

14

The drug traffic and the criminals gypsies

A comprehensive zoning overlay has been lacking for many years

Negative attitude of citizens (mostly due to lack of understanding and/or care; overbearing
politicians who thrive on social media praise

city needs to update ordinances to include Liquer sales and better resturants

Too many people standing on corners for money

White Settlement Road is an eye sore. Needs a make over bad. the older homes and stores need
to go.

A clear responsibility with safe tap water

Housing has become too expensive for those that are renting or buying. Property taxes have gone
up.

3/5/2019 9:48 PM

3/5/2019 9:58 PM

3/5/2019 10:22 PM

3/5/2019 10:34 PM

3/6/2019 4:21 PM

3/6/2019 6:05 PM

3/6/2019 6:36 PM

3/7/2019 7:10 PM

3/7/2019 10:08 PM

3/10/2019 1:56 PM

SurveyMonkey

21
A grocery store would be nice.

City of White Settlement Comprehensive Plan

22

Trashy houses next to new construction. Too much rent property and section 8 housing

Residential road quality

41

40

39

38

37

36

35

34

33

32

31

30

Lots of drug use and lower skilled/income people who are satisfied to stay in a negative cycle.

Horrible roads all over city

No pride of ownership, poor roads!!!, not enough code enforcement!! Low income housing with
people whom do not care!,

Some schools too crowded or outdated.

Too many meth heads and Irish travelers

Rent is Getting to expensive to live here.

Poor road conditions

The name is really embarrassing

Too many homeless and too much drug use. Code enforcement needs to lay the hammer down
harder. True White Settlement neighborhoods are run down and not attracting. Way too many
homeless, sketchy people walking around.

Overcrowded classrooms with more houses being built.

Old run down neighborhoods and houses.

panhandles, houses not kept up, safety

Everything to spend most money on is located in Fort Worth. Also North Las Vegas Trail by the
loop.

rising crime

3/4/2019 10:27 PM

3/4/2019 11:11 PM

3/4/2019 11:40 PM

3/5/2019 4:37 AM

3/5/2019 10:09 AM

3/5/2019 10:35 AM

3/5/2019 10:37 AM

3/5/2019 10:46 AM

3/5/2019 10:59 AM

3/5/2019 11:10 AM

3/5/2019 11:17 AM

3/5/2019 11:17 AM

3/5/2019 11:24 AM

3/5/2019 11:57 AM

3/5/2019 12:15 PM

3/5/2019 12:50 PM

3/5/2019 2:24 PM

3/5/2019 8:35 PM

24

23

42

Housing variety

3/4/2019 9:10 PM

3/5/2019 7:52 PM

43

Water prices and the absurd water park we continue to finance

3/1/2019 12:58 PM

3/5/2019 7:43 PM

44

Most houses look like a dump, lack of code enforcement

2/28/2019 1:54 AM

Gggggg

45

Speed humps

2/27/2019 9:25 AM

25

46

That people do not have to come through our city to get to another part of Fort Worth. Challenge is
how to get people to come through our city

2/26/2019 9:50 AM

26

47

Drinking Water Quality

2/25/2019 3:24 PM

A LOT OF THE TRAVELERS COME IN AND TAKE UP HOUSING OR APARTMENTS , WHICH
CAUSES MORE NEED FOR THE POLICE TO SHOW UP FOR LACK OF FOLLOWING CITY
RULES AND CODES.

48

GETTING RID OF DRUGS & METH HOUSES

2/25/2019 11:52 AM

3/5/2019 4:40 PM

49

crime - drugs - meth labs

2/25/2019 8:25 AM

3/5/2019 7:16 PM

50

Recreation and community center

Water services is so costly

51

Homeless people on EVERY corner

2/24/2019 9:51 PM

27

52

2/24/2019 7:05 PM

A lot of the older businesses are in bad shape.

53

Poor roadway conditions

curb appeal of businesses/homes

54

Everything looks run down, the amount of vagrant people has grown tremendously since we
moved to the area 4 years ago

2/24/2019 7:02 PM

29

55

Trashy properties & huge animal control issues

28

56
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74

73

72

71

70

69

68

67

66

65

64

63

62

61

60

59

58

57

The city looks dirty and poor

curb appeal. ex: old playground structures, litter, empty or almost empty business fronts

Too many areas looking run down & not well maintained.

Policing drug traffickers

Public Transportation

Poor responsiveness from the city when it comes to citizen requests even when valid

Town can feel very ran down

Heavy drug usage amongst residents

More than just a few roads are bad and water bills are outrageous

All the pot holes and lack of recycling options

Too many old homes

Lack of recycling system in neighborhoods

To many low income apt and housing

Our streets are in bad shape

Too many tweakers in the streets soliciting stolen goods in an attempt to get drug money and
known drug houses no one is doing anything about

Cherry Lane need life and trees.

Crime & homeless wandering the streets

Incresed Crime, stealing and breaking into cars and homes. Stealing packages

Things have changed- no grocery store locally' get rid of the half way house- run out the gypsies'
hire more police- stop building more apartments- close the schools of open enrollment NO MORE
CARLOTS. Build on cherry lane.

2/22/2019 6:01 PM

2/22/2019 6:57 PM

2/22/2019 6:58 PM

2/22/2019 7:29 PM

2/22/2019 7:32 PM

2/22/2019 7:34 PM

2/22/2019 7:35 PM

2/22/2019 7:37 PM

2/22/2019 7:51 PM

2/22/2019 8:01 PM

2/22/2019 10:17 PM

2/23/2019 7:51 AM

2/23/2019 9:33 AM

2/23/2019 10:32 AM

2/23/2019 11:12 AM

2/23/2019 12:52 PM

2/23/2019 12:59 PM

2/23/2019 8:52 PM

2/24/2019 2:44 PM

2/24/2019 6:08 PM

SurveyMonkey

75
And cleaning up the area

City of White Settlement Comprehensive Plan

76
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118

DATE

28.99%

RESPONSES

4/17/2019 3:41 AM

181

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

4/3/2019 4:16 AM

44.47%

Not much else

4/2/2019 7:34 AM

40

#

Sorry Nothing Stands out.

3/19/2019 8:55 AM

9.83%

1

theres not any more

3/12/2019 7:06 PM

370

2

new housing areas

3/12/2019 3:16 PM

90.91%

3

Changing city council members/attitudes

3/12/2019 8:23 AM

339

4

Don't start up with me!

3/8/2019 10:28 AM

83.29%

5

there are none

173

6

The Schools

3/8/2019 9:55 AM

42.51%

7

3/7/2019 7:10 PM

70%

Q10 What are White Settlement’s greatest assets today? (Pick three)

Existing
neighborhoods

Parks and
trails

Existing
shopping,...

Access to
major highways

Small town feel

Connection and
proximity to...

ANSWER CHOICES
Existing neighborhoods
Parks and trails
Existing shopping, entertainment and restaurants
Access to major highways
Small town feel
Connection and proximity to JRB

8

with the established neighborhoods, the areas that are less attractive need to be updated to allow
a more middle class attraction rather than attracting poor & renters.

Total Respondents: 407

9

no entertainment only youth sports

3/5/2019 10:34 PM

10

3/5/2019 10:22 PM

3/6/2019 4:21 PM

3/5/2019 8:55 PM

3/7/2019 3:51 PM

Nothing

3/5/2019 8:47 PM

Lockheed Martin connection and proximity

Schools

3/5/2019 7:52 PM

11

14

Good schools

3/5/2019 6:54 PM

The existing school system is an asset

15

Gggg

It's newest residents who are not opposed to change and have a desire to see the City thrive

16

Schools

13

17

12

18
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39

38

37

36

35

34

33

32

31

30

29

28

27

26

25

24

23

22

21

20

19

Police and fire protection

Affordability

Lockheed/military family small town love

New housing areas are nice

Some existing neighborhood

Add anothet red light on 341- not fair we habe to take alternate routes home due to base. Fix the
pot holes

Low taxes

Easy access to downtown Fort Worth

Access to dwontown

Schools and library. I don't appreciate making these choices that I don't agree with. This is what is
wrong with our city.Forcing us to agree when we don't I will agree to disagree.

You are demanding I pick three but I don’t think WS has anything going for it other than freeway
access.

Affordable homes.

Close to Lockheed

None

People like myself who watch and protect our little town

School and family community

WSISD

water park

School district only

None

Location

Schools

2/22/2019 7:50 PM

2/22/2019 10:17 PM

2/22/2019 10:17 PM

2/23/2019 7:51 AM

2/23/2019 9:42 AM

2/23/2019 3:52 PM

2/24/2019 6:08 PM

2/24/2019 7:02 PM

2/25/2019 11:40 AM

2/25/2019 11:52 AM

3/4/2019 8:28 PM

3/4/2019 10:15 PM

3/4/2019 10:27 PM

3/5/2019 1:22 AM

3/5/2019 2:51 AM

3/5/2019 10:09 AM

3/5/2019 10:34 AM

3/5/2019 10:37 AM

3/5/2019 10:38 AM

3/5/2019 11:17 AM

3/5/2019 12:30 PM

3/5/2019 12:50 PM

3/5/2019 6:04 PM

SurveyMonkey

40

Excellent police response times

Location outside main congestion of dfw

City of White Settlement Comprehensive Plan

42

41

44

43
Affordability

Nothing else

2/22/2019 7:29 PM

2/22/2019 7:35 PM

2/22/2019 7:36 PM
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Skipped: 253

SurveyMonkey

Q11 What is your vision for White Settlement’s future development and
growth?
Answered: 356

10

9

8

7

Better living environment with more sidewalks.

For the future of white settlement. I would hope that we would keep the small town feel be really
choose very carefully and to remember this is a place where you want raise your children. Not
because it is where you have to live. Keep crime low and become proud of who you are and live

Better water management. Would like to see more dining, entertainment and things for people to
do as couples and families.

better road design

Less trash drug motels...more sophisticated high-end stores/shops. Greater support for our law
enforcement, higher pay/incentives to get better candidates and retention

Add more businesses, improve looks of existing businesses

4/4/2019 12:04 PM

4/9/2019 10:27 PM

4/12/2019 1:17 PM

4/13/2019 12:40 AM

4/15/2019 5:20 AM

4/15/2019 4:47 PM

4/17/2019 3:41 AM

4/23/2019 2:57 PM

4/23/2019 3:10 PM

DATE

11

To become a unique, diverse city with a local hometown feel across communities/neighborhoods
spanning multi ethnic and socioeconomic classes known for neighborhoods that foster gateways to
all kinds of outdoor recreational opportunities that WS and FTW at large has to offer.

4/4/2019 7:23 AM

4/23/2019 3:36 PM

12

White Settlement has the potential to be a major hub of the FW area. Future residents will flock to
entertainment and shopping areas, if White Settlement could provide those types of entities.

4/4/2019 12:17 AM

RESPONSES

13

Hopefully the city will one day allow shipping container homes to me built. They're clean, modern,
and energy efficient.

4/3/2019 9:49 PM

more shops

14

To grow and expand

4/3/2019 9:49 PM

#

15

The city’s infrastructure needs to greatly improve. Also, I’m not quite sure what it would take, but
the city really needs to bring in more desirable businesses. There is A LOT of commercial
business space in the city, but they’re littered with run down businesses and smoke shops.

1

16

unknown future.

4/3/2019 2:20 PM

4/3/2019 2:49 PM

4/23/2019 3:24 PM

17

Stay small town feel

4/3/2019 1:39 PM

4/23/2019 3:20 PM

18

Spruced up neighborhoods, more legitimate businesses that can thrive. No more hotels and some
beautification of the city.

4/3/2019 1:36 PM

Similar to Keller/Wataugh

19

I hope to be able to add a handicap park in veterans park. I think this will bring great business and
prosperity.

To see a more diverse community with new businesses & homes

20

I am on the YAC and I believe our project for the ADA approved special needs park will be built at
veterans. I also would like for White Settlement to become more of a community and participate
with our school district

4/3/2019 1:00 PM

2

21

Adding street side recycle pick up

4/3/2019 4:16 AM

4/3/2019 12:54 PM

3

22

Need to improve the appearance coming into town on white settlement road and cherry lane.

4/2/2019 2:29 PM

4/23/2019 3:13 PM

23

I would like to see more places to shop and restaurants. The City has no center of town. Most of
the shops are in dilapidated building that are from the 1950's and they need to be torn down and
replaced.. none of the building are historical sites.. there just eye sores.

4/2/2019 2:28 PM

4/23/2019 3:17 PM

24

N/a

4/2/2019 2:17 PM

More of a modern updated residential and commercial business

25

Small town feel with big city charm

4/2/2019 12:33 PM

4

26

To see All shopping areas remolded. Streets all in good repair. To keep cleaning up the houses
and business not meeting code. Keep helping the fire department to grow with education and man
power to provide the city with professional fire fighters , good working equipment and good
response times which will help keep the community safe.

4/2/2019 7:34 AM

grocery store

27

For the junk homes to be taken away and run down houses torn down

Clean the city up, change housing attractiveness, protect natural resources

28

clean up the city and rebuild better neighborhoods.

6

29

5

30
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57

56

55

54

53

52

51

50

49

48

47

46

45

44

43

42

41

40

39

38

37

36

35

34

33

32

31

hometown

more housing

I would love to see busy streets again. There was a time when cherry ln was always booming.
Now it’s loke a ghost town. Not many big businesses. There is for sure nothing in white Settlement
that draws anybody in. We had hawain falls. But we all know what happened with that. I hope that
the White Settlement government see what we all see. We don’t need apartments, we don’t need
another storage place. We need to fix up the homes and empty businesses we have, wheather
that means making them livable or workable or just flat out tearing buildings down and selling to
companies like HEB. Companies that would draw other businesses, people, and money in to this
city that I’ve called home for 30 years.

Get more people back, like the 80’/90’s

Cleaning up of neighborhoods and doing away with chain link fences. Overall making it
aesthetically pleasing.

I’d love for it to be cleaned up, get rid of the slum neighborhoods, clean up the apt buildings; get
rid of empty buildings

Improve major areas (White Settlement, Clifford, Cherry Lane) Modernize and bring in places of
business. We have 100s (maybe 1000s of cars passing THROUGH every day.

I am hoping for roads to be fixed, some of the older infrastructure to be removed or replaced. I like
seeing some of the nice neighbors being developed but do not like the over crowding of the
neighborhoods.

More restaurants, better roads

I would love to see more people and kids involved in rrecreation activities like sports or yoga. More
activites for young kids per week(that dont start so early to include more people). More and bigger
gardens! To see more useful vegetation such as non gmo flowers specifically for bees and
butterflies. More fruit trees and berries planted throughout parks or trails. We should accept more
wildlife as a part of life.

More green areas, a lot more trees in existing parks and streets.

The community being able to get Grants to help fix up their houses/ community

More things for families

A much cleaner neighborhood. People need to rid their yards of trash and clutter. The roads to be
drivable. The town getting rid of panhandlers.

I'd like to see people take more pride in their property, more community events, and better trails to
playgrounds and parks

More dine options and attractions

More businesses

More shopping, entertainment, and restaurants. Updated facilities.

Improved housing (upgrade substandard housing) and it looks less "junky"----bulk trash pickup
needs to be improved more shopping and places to eat

I just hope to see the town cleaned up. I hope people start picking up their trash and taking better
care of their yards.

HOPEFULLY NOT TOO MUCH GROWTH, I LOVE THE SMALL TOWN FEEL.

A beautification committee, the store front and parking areas along White Settlement Rd, which
should be considered our main street, are old, drab, in need of repair.

See question 6

Would like to see a Town Square, shops (mainly privately owned and not chained) and bike trails

it would be great to be able to shop here more and not have to leave town to shop for everything

In my vision for White Settlement's future development & growth, I would love to see a reduction or
improvement in the traffic flow along major arteries through the city. Also, I would like to see more
defined walkways and bike lanes. Lots of people walk & bike in WS & it doesn't seem safe at times.
I would like to see a couple of more upscale restaurants but I do like what we currently have.

Improve the appearance of neighborhoods, bring in more businesses, improve recycling program,
increase home ownership and decrease the number of people renting houses to improve the
appearance of homes and neighborhoods.

Allowing the citizens to have a real voice. Actually talk to and listen to citizens complaints instead
of the few that complain the most, before making decisions.

3/20/2019 5:46 PM

3/20/2019 5:57 PM

3/20/2019 6:31 PM

3/21/2019 11:21 AM

3/21/2019 12:43 PM

3/21/2019 2:34 PM

3/21/2019 2:38 PM

3/21/2019 11:07 PM

3/22/2019 12:56 PM

3/24/2019 2:26 AM

3/25/2019 2:33 PM

3/25/2019 3:36 PM

3/26/2019 9:17 AM

3/26/2019 9:32 AM

3/26/2019 9:33 AM

3/26/2019 9:36 AM

3/26/2019 12:42 PM

3/26/2019 1:41 PM

3/26/2019 2:47 PM

3/26/2019 3:18 PM

3/26/2019 3:38 PM

3/26/2019 4:23 PM

3/26/2019 8:18 PM

3/26/2019 11:19 PM

3/27/2019 1:27 PM

3/28/2019 9:37 PM

3/30/2019 4:24 PM

4/1/2019 7:30 PM

4/2/2019 1:10 AM

SurveyMonkey

58

It would be nice to see White Settlement have a point of interest that will draw more people into
the city. It would be nice to develop an area into commercial retail and restaurants and stop
bringing in or zoning industrial and stop building hotels

City of White Settlement Comprehensive Plan

59

Larger restuarants, speed bumps on residential streets

3/20/2019 5:45 PM

60
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61

Need to bring in more dinning places especially for Lockheed employees, school district
employees and the region 11 visitors and employees. Clean up the neighborhoods, fix streets.
Add more to the water park splash days! Teens do not like it, there’s nothing to do!

I would like to see more dining and shopping places. A hiking trail would be nice and well as
updated/nicer playgrounds at the parks. I wish Parks and REC would do the Easter and Christmas
events again.

To provide more shopping and dining opportunities to the growing communities around the area.

there should be a better selection of activities in the city i.e. resturants, entertainment, shopping,
better roads, etc.

Considering the city is a small town, the growth will be limited when it comes to expanding more
home development and adding stores, gas stations, entertainment, etc. Personally though, making
a city comfortable and attractive, is when a city is clean, organized, no crazy unmaintained roads,
has plenty of food and shopping choices, and looks aesthetic. The homes sadly are years and
years old, taking most of its beauty away. That's a job that sadly has to do with the people living
within those homes to make their own land and house be aesthetic and modern and clean. Also, I
personally don't like being near the base, it's just noisy. Besides all that, White Settlement is a
lovely small town and I love it for it being small. In the future, I feel like it should probably get rid of
it's old gas stations and corner stores and re'model any of them with new modern stores and gas
stations, also the abandon Ryan's, got to do something about that, less businesses and more
options for the community to enjoy will make it more attractive.

Although the water park was believed to be a bad idea at one time, I now believe White Settlement
needs the water park for an anchor and sensitive for attracting businesses. I think White
Settlement is on the right track for success.

not sure

I see great things for the future of the City. The location and surrounding businesses are a plus.

Clean up the neighborhoods. Provide transporation. Lower property taxes.

tear down old buildings build some thing new

Continue growth

ist going to be good.

It has no future. The End is Near!

Better roads, shopping and entertainment. Back in the 80’s and 90’s White Settlement was
thriving. I want to see it like that again.

WS is the place to go to for: Buy your home here (options) spend your evenings (after work) and
weekends here (activities-Library, Rec Ctr, Parks, walking, biking, Shopping, Dining. Our city
services are excellent as is the relationship between citizens and government.

Can't think of anything right now.

Movie theater, other places for seniors to gather plus have more for them to do not costing a lot of
money, not just the senior center.

Keep our town cleaner! So much trash ends up in Veterans Park and all the water drainage areas.

To have more businesses in the city, and to improve the esthetics of the city.

More businesses and community activities.

White Settlement needs more sidewalks. I'd love to be able to go out for a walk with my family and
dog and not have to walk in the street.

I dont know to be honest i guess to see alot more major buisnesses come to WS

N/A

I would like to see the city take the initiative to become more business friendly. Work with existing
commercial property owners to update buildings to make the community more attractive. We need
an entertainment district. A destination point.

Unknown

More sidewalks and cleaner neighborhoods

That there is more shopping, better grocery stores and better more upkept neighborhoods

Development along I30 and 820

Modern infrastructure

Better housing, roadways, entertainment and dinning.

Better roads and development along South Cherry Lane.

I would like to see White Settlement thrive while still having that feeling of a small town
community. Stay locally owned small businesses and stay away from huge franchises that would
make the community feel too commercial.

3/8/2019 12:58 PM

3/9/2019 6:05 PM

3/10/2019 1:56 PM

3/10/2019 5:45 PM

3/12/2019 8:23 AM

3/12/2019 8:44 AM

3/12/2019 9:06 AM

3/12/2019 9:18 AM

3/12/2019 11:11 AM

3/12/2019 11:20 AM

3/12/2019 11:20 AM

3/12/2019 12:52 PM

3/12/2019 3:10 PM

3/12/2019 3:16 PM

3/12/2019 6:20 PM

3/12/2019 7:06 PM

3/13/2019 1:15 PM

3/13/2019 5:33 PM

3/13/2019 6:00 PM

3/15/2019 1:41 PM

3/15/2019 7:14 PM

3/17/2019 5:57 PM

3/17/2019 6:00 PM

3/18/2019 12:32 PM

3/18/2019 12:40 PM

3/18/2019 1:47 PM

3/18/2019 3:29 PM

3/18/2019 6:26 PM

3/18/2019 9:22 PM

3/19/2019 6:31 AM

3/19/2019 8:20 AM

3/19/2019 8:55 AM

3/19/2019 9:24 AM

SurveyMonkey

92

unknown

City of White Settlement Comprehensive Plan

93
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103

102

101

100

99

98

97

96

95

94

Most business locally

More parks with trails around SilverCreek, a stop light or stop sign at Bomber and SilverCreek for
safety, more officers, safer city.

improved roads

For the city to be cleaned yo and look better, with more community events

Please buy up old housing and bussinesses on white settlement road and revamp it. Make it cute
walking district a small 7th street feel

To clean the city. There is too much trash. Gentrification. Better landscaping and trees. Recycling
needs to be instituted. Housing conditions need to be evaluated. Cleaner water.

A real growth is needed on cherry lane.

Love the new housing love post office. More restaurants. Host more businesses/company
functions at entertainment center.

Improve neighborhoods. Attract businesses to many vacant sites.

Would love to see White Settlement move to be a more prominent small city. With Lockheed being
in the city and the nicer larger homes being built in the county area as well as White Settlement
sitting in the middle of a few cities, with nicer shopping facilities, restaurant's and businesses
coming in would make this city a desired area to come and either live or spend money. I believe
the City Hall needs an updated renovation so that appearance shows the professionalism of our
City Leaders. There aren't many Bass Pro shops near this area or kid attractions like LEGO Land.
If you look at the businesses and restaurant chains that surround those types of establishments
you can see the growth that is generated by those businesses.

Clean it up and fix the roads.

3/7/2019 9:22 AM

3/7/2019 11:43 AM

3/7/2019 1:38 PM

3/7/2019 3:51 PM

3/7/2019 5:56 PM

3/7/2019 6:24 PM

3/7/2019 7:10 PM

3/7/2019 9:05 PM

3/7/2019 10:08 PM

3/7/2019 10:56 PM

3/8/2019 9:53 AM

3/8/2019 9:55 AM

3/8/2019 10:28 AM

SurveyMonkey

104
More commercial business and better use of land.
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105

3/6/2019 6:05 PM

3/7/2019 8:22 AM

3/6/2019 5:58 PM

I don't have one.

I would like to see the continuation of newer houses replacing older run down homes. City Street
and infrastructure improvements and a good homestyle restaurant.

3/6/2019 5:08 PM

I would like to see fresh new ideas! Not redoing old buildings, clean up the "trash" in the city.

Small town feel, safe from drugs, etc., better roads and lighting, more shopping/dining choices, fix
up the run down homes/businesses

3/6/2019 4:38 PM

106

110

MORE JOBS

3/6/2019 4:37 PM

107

111

More businesses and revitalization of the City.

3/6/2019 7:59 PM

112

BIGGER BUSINESS TO ATTRACT MORE PEOPLE, CLEAN UP ALL THE CRIMINAL ACTIVITY

3/6/2019 7:43 PM

113

3/6/2019 4:31 PM

3/6/2019 4:35 PM

More schools on the east side of 820.

114
To obtain more shopping and restaurants.

Better streets and houses, maybe more entertainment pleaded

115

The type of reconstruction occurring within River Oaks mixing reuse of existing building for
restaurants and bars while adding mixed use residential areas along the major thoroughfares.

109

116

3/6/2019 4:21 PM

108

117

3/6/2019 4:16 PM

3/6/2019 1:15 PM

To see those who lack knowledge gain the knowledge to appreciate the City and understand the
why and how's.

3/6/2019 11:48 AM

small town feel with big city amenities

Fix roads, better water quality, make it a more attractive place to live. Seems to be a lot of
nepotism in the city.

118

More good housing; another elementary school; perhaps another high school many years away

3/6/2019 9:39 AM

3/6/2019 11:30 AM

3/6/2019 4:07 PM

122

more community involvement and less bickering amongst its people

3/6/2019 8:35 AM

Better parks and trails. Food Choices

123

Clean up neighborhoods, i.e. visible trash/rubbish. Old business buildings that are no longer used
knocked down and establish good long term businesses.

3/6/2019 8:15 AM

119

124

More dining and shopping choices. Better street maintenance. Less city government corruption.
More parks and green spaces and better upkeep of current parks.

3/6/2019 7:04 AM

3/6/2019 2:27 PM

125

I would like to see productive community growth and still maintain the "small town" feeling similar
to Burleson.

3/5/2019 11:07 PM

3/6/2019 3:44 PM

126

Major road improvement and more accepting of businesses and growth.

3/5/2019 10:36 PM

cleanliness and more middle class availability.

127

More retail, & restaurant options

Need more sit down restaurants, and more community involvement activities.

128

I’d love to have a nice grocery store

121

129

120

130
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144

143

142

141

140

139

More retail and a grocery store in white Settlement east of 820

We will love to see recycle pick up service

MORE SCHOOLS FOR ELEMENTARY AND INTERMEDIATE. INCREASE IN DIFFERENT
SPORTS THAT CAN BE OFFERED TO KIDS, GREATER GROWTH DEVELOPMENT TRACKS
THAT STUDENTS CAN DEFINITELY GRADUATE WITH (ASSOCIATES DEGREE) LIKE THE
ONE THAT NORTHWEST ISD OFFERS THEIR STUDENTS. BETTER RESTAURANTS, AND
MORE SIDEWALKS/TRAILS FOR WALKING AND BIKING.

Affordable water system and garbage recycling program. Needs to better control the homeless and
addict people

Improve roads and look

I would like to see fewer rental properties and consistent enforcement of code restrictions and
compliance.

Improving existing neighborhoods & schools while maintaining a strong sense of community.

A grocery store IN the city limits

3/5/2019 6:54 PM

3/5/2019 7:00 PM

3/5/2019 7:07 PM

3/5/2019 7:16 PM

3/5/2019 7:43 PM

3/5/2019 7:52 PM

3/5/2019 8:29 PM

3/5/2019 8:35 PM

3/5/2019 8:47 PM

3/5/2019 8:49 PM

3/5/2019 10:34 PM

145

Revitalize cherry lane

3/5/2019 6:54 PM

All the existing travel trailer parks and the run down rental properties need to be eliminated and
replaced with some quality growth tied to a comprehensive zoning plan

146

to see it thriving again

3/5/2019 6:04 PM

131

147

Some businesses could use refurbishment and offering them incentives to do so might help

3/5/2019 6:00 PM

3/5/2019 10:22 PM

148

If there are more places to eat and activities to partake in, I believe you would have more foot
traffic in the city.

To dissolve and let fort worth take it over

149

.??

3/5/2019 5:27 PM

132

150

To bring in more family oriented activities that can be available year round

3/5/2019 4:17 PM

3/5/2019 5:23 PM

3/5/2019 9:48 PM

151

Bring in more businesses

3/5/2019 9:58 PM

152

That current businesses would thrive and grow. New businesses would see White Settlement as
an opportunity to plant down roots as growth knocks on Fort Worth’s door.

3/5/2019 2:57 PM

3/5/2019 4:04 PM

Maybe lowering the residential taxes.

153

Attracting new businesses for tax base growth.

3/5/2019 2:24 PM

133

154

Clean up 'downtown' WS. Cherry Lane businesses just look old and run down. As far as the town
feel goes, I think it's a little Mayberry RFD but as far as look and appeal- blah! Some of the housing
areas, like behind Wells Fargo are just awful. Unfortunately, many of those places need to be
condemned. We need more restaurants and shopping areas.

3/5/2019 1:53 PM

134

155

Main street USA

3/5/2019 1:46 PM

3/5/2019 9:12 PM

156

Established businesses, better neighborhood streets/repaving, less crime near Las Vegas Trail
area

3/5/2019 1:39 PM

I have appreciated old, dilapidated houses being torn down and newer homes bring built in our
area. I would like to continue to see these types of improvements to existing residences and
business buildings as well as road improvements.

157

A place that has a variety of dining and outdoor attractions

3/5/2019 1:21 PM

3/5/2019 9:03 PM

158

Make White Settlement great again.

3/5/2019 1:19 PM

Community needs to be beautified and updated and the growing crime issue addressed

159

Better neighborhood appearances and better streets

135

160

Clean up the older and newer communities and fix up Cherry Land to make it more presentable
and add more restaurant and shopping to the area

3/5/2019 1:10 PM

3/5/2019 1:14 PM

To allow franchise businesses and create new businesses within community to help build
infrastructure.

161

More update housing.

3/5/2019 12:50 PM

136

162

That more new homes are put up in place of these old run down homes. It is very depressing
when you build a new home next to a not so nice looking one. There is a lot of available land in
white settlement but building is not an option because of the trashy old houses around them

3/5/2019 12:50 PM

3/5/2019 9:00 PM

163

Decrease crime, increase teacher pay, bring in restaurants, a gym, and entertainment/shopping.

3/5/2019 12:43 PM

3/5/2019 8:55 PM

164

To have a grocery store closer for the many people that do not have transportation.

Less crime

165

I really do not have a vision

not sure. I love it here

166

3/5/2019 12:30 PM

138

167

To be as big as Lake Worth

137

168
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201
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199
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192
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186

185

184
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182

181

180

179
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177

176

175

174

173

172

171

170

169

Establishing more businesses that can contribute with finances for city, police, and schools

WE have to make the city more physically attractive to entice businesses to come here. We need
more businesses (dining, shopping, entertainment).

Restaurants

For white settlement to grow as a community and not loose its identity and become just another
part of Fort Worth.

A place where builders look to provide affordable homes in well developed neighborhoods,
surrounded by high-performing schools, with access to a wide variety of entertainment, dining and
shopping.

cleaner and nicer neighborhoods, more dining options, better youth programs

White Settlement is land locked and if the city does not find a way to revitalize down areas and
attract new business it will wither and die.

keep tearing down old houses and building better ones.

To have more shopping availability. We are surrounded by great shopping developements in Lake
Worth, Westworth, Hulen, Shopes at Clearfork, etc., but these are all outside of White Settlement.

Keep the small town feel.

Continued improvement at WSISD

Re-energize the main downtown area with new shopping and dinning.

Better housing and enforce code compliance

As much as I would love to see White Settlement grow, I feel like it would lose it's "Small Town"
vibe which makes me interested in moving here. I also think that with how quickly homes are
being built, the schools will need to expand in order to meet both student and teacher needs.

Continue to bring in more businesses & keep up the parks.

to grow in all ways

clean it up so people will be attracted to come

Industrial with more restaurants, grocery, etc... Clean up certain areas and give the citizens
something to be proud of.

It just needs to be cleaned up. It needs new homes and fewer apartments. Your strength is your
proximity to Lockheed. There should be some way to get a nice housing development near the
front gates.

more single-family dwellings and large shopping area with medical offices.

Would be nice to be a green city! help lead fort Worth into the next generation by example. Also,
the name is embarrassing. I do not tell people that I work in White Settlement when I am traveling.

More support for the entire community and school systems, I would also like to see more
affordable housing.

increase the businesses housed in White Settlement

Clean up the older neighborhoods. More safety from harmful people who come into the area

Forward looking rather than staying in the past or status quo.

To bring a variety of solid businesses (not Dollar stores, storage facilities or car shops),
restaurants, shopping choices, lower utilities

To clean up code and compliance issues, more shops,food and entertainment. More parks and
trails

A target, movie theatre, more restaurants

Bring in more businesses, clean up the neighborhood, revitalize Cherry Lane

Great schools with parent support

better roads

Need more restaurants and shopping, roads need fixed, better housing options

unsure

Larger back yards and houses that are not built on top of each other. Also, find a way to clean up
the streets and house fronts and storefronts so they don't seem so run down.

Fix up areas that have been unattended to for years Pave roads that are in need Reevaluate
zoning for schools

3/5/2019 10:45 AM

3/5/2019 10:45 AM

3/5/2019 10:47 AM

3/5/2019 10:47 AM

3/5/2019 10:49 AM

3/5/2019 10:51 AM

3/5/2019 10:52 AM

3/5/2019 10:53 AM

3/5/2019 10:56 AM

3/5/2019 10:59 AM

3/5/2019 10:59 AM

3/5/2019 11:04 AM

3/5/2019 11:10 AM

3/5/2019 11:12 AM

3/5/2019 11:17 AM

3/5/2019 11:17 AM

3/5/2019 11:18 AM

3/5/2019 11:19 AM

3/5/2019 11:20 AM

3/5/2019 11:22 AM

3/5/2019 11:24 AM

3/5/2019 11:25 AM

3/5/2019 11:27 AM

3/5/2019 11:27 AM

3/5/2019 11:31 AM

3/5/2019 11:31 AM

3/5/2019 11:35 AM

3/5/2019 11:36 AM

3/5/2019 11:37 AM

3/5/2019 11:54 AM

3/5/2019 11:57 AM

3/5/2019 12:06 PM

3/5/2019 12:09 PM

3/5/2019 12:09 PM

3/5/2019 12:12 PM

3/5/2019 12:15 PM

3/5/2019 12:21 PM

SurveyMonkey

203

Community

More shopping, eating and entertainment choices would be nice.

City of White Settlement Comprehensive Plan

205

3/5/2019 10:44 AM

204

206

I would like to see White Settlement do a better job of cleaning up the community. For example:
the number of broken down cars in yards, homes that are not maintained well, etc. Perhaps if
people took pride in their own homes they would take pride in their city as well.
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217

216

215

214
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212

211

210

209

208

207

Get more business back.

Gentrification. Cleaning up trashy lots. More stone structures

Better roads, safer areas,places to shop and let us get tax base. Be able to fix our homes without
code compliance inspections. Our home is up to code. Go back to seeing homes with signs saying
financed by bank for home improvement. Don't see that anymore. Better communication between
city and home owners. Bring back Drug Dogs canine units. Please don't forget the north side of
WS.

I hope a hipper place to live with restaurants, nightlife, retail

I'd like to see the neighborhood cleaned up. Nicer yards and more curb appeal. I tell people I live
in White Settlement and I always get a crazy look from them followed by "Oh you're brave". The
town has a terrible reputation for being trashy and riddled with crime.

Clean and quaint aesthetic with ready access to shopping and dining

People who want to put value back in the homes and businesses here.

Keep the roads up to date

More activities for youth and children.

WS has GREAT freeway access! Businesses should be dying to come here because of the foot
traffic, traffic counts and easy highway access. I work for a city that has poor freeway access and
that is a top reason why restaurants and shopping turn us down.

Grocery store good

Reduce consumer water prices amd attract businesses who desire prime freeway access.

Ha

Upscale feel with small town feel

Hoping to see white settlement expand with its businesses. And fix the ran down buildings

I would like to see the roads repaired and kept that way. We do not need anymore multi family
housing units built. Also, commercial property owners need to be held to the same compliance
standards as residents i. e., property kept mowed.

More growth inside city limits

Clean up the neighbor hoods

Not sure.

More community involvement in activities

Clean up old, run down areas to make the area more attractive for families and businesses.

Clean up the major drug crimes and other crimes. This entire area is insanely unsafe and terrifying
to live in with a young child. My 7 year old has witness people shooting up in the PARK. Also, the
roads in zone four are god awful.

Build a town square area and increase economic development

Affordable single family homes, good roads, good schools.

Better code enforcement to make neighborhoods more attractive, better dining,

More affordable housing options (multifamily rental properties)

a safe neighborhood with more police on ALL sides of white settlement.

Quality of roads Better lighting of roads More code compliance of unkept properties

Clean it up

Attracting more businesses and by doing so make it a more desirable place to live. People are
currently embarrassed to say they live in White Settlement due to its reputation for vagrancy and
crime.

A cleaner, safer community

More nice restaurants to draw people to the town; better kept neighborhoods; and better law
enforcement to protect it's citizens.

I think that the city should have more shopping/dining areas, especially around the campuses.

To grow and have more things to do for entertainment as well as new housing all across. Clean up
the older part of town and make it more attractive.

Annex yourself with Fort Worth before it’s too late!!

Nicer, less crime, more to do

Safer city cleaner city healthier city better secondary schools

More appealing shopping and entertainment area

To remain separate and distinct from Fort Worth.

More business needed, clean up some of the neighborhoods fix streets

3/4/2019 8:11 PM

3/4/2019 8:14 PM

3/4/2019 8:28 PM

3/4/2019 8:57 PM

3/4/2019 9:10 PM

3/4/2019 9:22 PM

3/4/2019 9:43 PM

3/4/2019 10:06 PM

3/4/2019 10:08 PM

3/4/2019 10:15 PM

3/4/2019 10:18 PM

3/4/2019 10:27 PM

3/4/2019 10:27 PM

3/4/2019 10:28 PM

3/4/2019 10:40 PM

3/4/2019 10:57 PM

3/4/2019 11:09 PM

3/4/2019 11:11 PM

3/4/2019 11:17 PM

3/4/2019 11:19 PM

3/4/2019 11:40 PM

3/5/2019 12:29 AM

3/5/2019 12:34 AM

3/5/2019 12:51 AM

3/5/2019 1:22 AM

3/5/2019 1:25 AM

3/5/2019 2:11 AM

3/5/2019 2:51 AM

3/5/2019 8:28 AM

3/5/2019 8:43 AM

3/5/2019 10:09 AM

3/5/2019 10:27 AM

3/5/2019 10:34 AM

3/5/2019 10:36 AM

3/5/2019 10:37 AM

3/5/2019 10:37 AM

3/5/2019 10:38 AM

3/5/2019 10:40 AM

3/5/2019 10:42 AM

3/5/2019 10:43 AM

SurveyMonkey
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265

264

263

262

261

260

259

258

257

256

255

254

253

252

251

250

249

248

247

Bring businesses back to cherry lane- grocery store- no more car lots- move abode elswhere- fix
streets- add more police and street lights- no open enrollment to school. Open up something for
our youth to grow' thrive off of- everything seems to be based off of congested Clifford. That's
considered fort worth. Cherry lane is the "main street" of white settlement. Look at the water billing.
Its way to high.

Fewer apartments. Less High Density housing. Less appeal to low income.

Clean up trashy properties. More enforcement to hold rental property owners to higher standards.
Condemnation of inferior properties that sit empty.

Revitalize, street maintenance and jobs outside of JRB or retail.

Better roads

More business and homes

White Settlement needs to tear down all the substandard housing, apartments and clean up the
neighborhoods. Please put in nicer parks, clean up the trash around town, get rid of the homeless
by helping them find housing or jobs. W.S. is becoming a drug infested area similar to the fifth
Ward in Houston.

My vision of White Settlement is to have a variety of housing options with shops interconnected
with our parks and trail ways. We have more parks than any surrounding city on the west side of
Ft. Worth and I think that instead of seeing them as a hindrance, we should use them to our
advantage. I believe that this would be better for quality of life and separate us from cities around
us.

Better Rec Center with better amenities like surrounding communities better Trails throughout
White Settlement for biking walking and running.

Better ways to get around, community center and trails and sidewalks.

To get more modern and current, bring more food and entertainment and shopping options here.
Fix bad infrastructure.

safe for all ages

redevelopment of older sections of town

I'd love to see a grocery store and clean up white settlement road. A new recreation facility with
rental space.

SAFE COMMUNITY

Better communication plans from the city. More involvement of our churches in the community.

Nicer looking neighborhoods. Drinking water quality & streets need fixing. More businesses &
attraction areas especially on Cherry Lane

Maintain small town feel yet have prosperous businesses. The city of Roanoke has done this well

They key to bringing in prosperity to a community is having some of the best schools available.
Investing in our ISD along with enforcing code regulations to clean up the neighborhood would be
a great start!

Speed humps

2/24/2019 3:58 PM

2/24/2019 6:08 PM

2/24/2019 6:33 PM

2/24/2019 7:02 PM

2/24/2019 7:05 PM

2/24/2019 9:51 PM

2/25/2019 3:50 AM

2/25/2019 8:25 AM

2/25/2019 9:49 AM

2/25/2019 11:40 AM

2/25/2019 11:52 AM

2/25/2019 12:20 PM

2/25/2019 3:24 PM

2/25/2019 6:27 PM

2/25/2019 8:13 PM

2/26/2019 9:50 AM

2/26/2019 10:13 AM

2/27/2019 9:25 AM

2/28/2019 1:54 AM

3/1/2019 10:03 AM

3/1/2019 12:58 PM

SurveyMonkey

266

Better housing, and cleaner water. Keep up the rental properties

City of White Settlement Comprehensive Plan

267

2/24/2019 2:44 PM

2/23/2019 8:30 PM

268

2/23/2019 6:10 PM

2/24/2019 12:33 PM

2/23/2019 5:24 PM

Better water standards, reduced crime, community events for adults, improved road and traffic
signal maintenance.

Fixing road and cleaning up our streets from homeless and drug use.

Need accessible transit

Clean up the old houses in the area

2/23/2019 3:54 PM

269

273

2/23/2019 3:52 PM

2/23/2019 8:52 PM

274

Better road maintenance, more diverse business options and housing options

2/23/2019 2:47 PM

2/24/2019 11:13 AM

275

Push out the crime, freshen up the look. More dining options than fast food. And no more shady
hotels

2/23/2019 2:29 PM

Better water

276

More restaurants

2/23/2019 2:27 PM

270

277

Mixed use district. With a downtown grapevine feel. Place for mom and pop and small business
owners

2/23/2019 12:59 PM

More shopping

278

lower property taxes

2/23/2019 12:52 PM

Don't have a vision other than moving away from WS

279

Allow more businesss and restaurants to come in without taxing the too high. Clean up Cherry
Lane and White Settlement road.

272

280

Proper water billing, less tweakers and needles in the streets, side walks would be great too.

271

281
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Fix high traffic areas

Less drugs and run down homes

Getting rid of the neglected eye sores in the area, commercial (especially along Cherry Ln) and
residential, keeping the scary on the other side of I 30, encouraging unique business to come to
White Settlement to set us apart from the larger cities that have a lot of chain stores.

More businesses, grocery store

Renovating all the old dumpy neighborhoods...good streets and non sketchy water

To be a great community to raise a family in.

Clean, safe neighborhood with good public parks and shopping options. Better sidewalks

Clean up the trashy homes. Not tear down but make people clean up neighborhoods. More parks
and trails for families

N

A completely redone community with new buildings, homes, townhomes, condos & businesses.
Higher level of citizens & higher income earners living in town

Fewer Apartments, more permanent residents, bring the High School back!

More business, grocery store in town. Love the city events, miss the homecoming parades we
used to have.

No one is going to build or move here unless the infrastructure is solid and the city responds to
repairs timely

Revitalize Cherry lane to what it used to be .Improve drainage and attract mor businesses

More of a neighborhood feel. Protection from LVT

I'd like single family housing. Entertainment that isn't bars. No more hotels and apartments. I'd like
to see another school inside White Settlement.

More retail, restaurants (not fast food) and entertainment venues

Build middle income housing at reasonable prices and business will follow eg Lake Worth. We will
always be a bedroom community to Fort Worth so make our location an asset.

Smoother roads and streets, newer playground options safe for young children,

To be a place where people would want to plant their roots to make their home.

More businesses and full service restaurants

I'd like to see more family friendly businesses and community events. I'd like the roads fixed and
the run down homes and businesses repaired.

Affordable

We need more businesses. Revamp cherry lane corridor.

Keep us small town

To have less crime and drugs. To have more businesses that are successful. And to clean up the
neighborhood, as in houses that are trashed and run down. And building that are empty. Better
roads to drive on.

Some restaurants but not large shopping centers

Cleaner yards and upgrades to existing homes

To produce some kind of recycling system in connection with fortworth, fix roads in neighborhoods

The city is an old city, it needs to advance, technologically and with better businesses to attract
younger audiences to want to visit, live here, and spend money.

Maintaining small town feel while expanding shopping, dining and amenities options

More businesses, better roadways in neighborhoods

More middle -high class people there are a lot of scaby people who live in the area

Upgraded housing options. Newer single family homes with prices that are affordable. Revamp
Cherry Lane to make it more business friendly with new businesses.

Increase tax revenue from increased retail and light commercial use, while decreasing reliance on
"bedroom community" property taxes.

We need to develop our raw land where homeless people camp out.

For them to get roads in better shape and keep that small town feel again

Preservation of older neighborhoods. Development of American type restaurants such as
cafeterias and steakhouses. No more Mexican food!

And the old time charm with mixed use construction. A Townsquare mentality with modern
amenities.

Safety. Code enforcement and regulations to keep city and neighborhoods clean

2/22/2019 8:06 PM

2/22/2019 8:10 PM

2/22/2019 8:18 PM

2/22/2019 8:19 PM

2/22/2019 8:22 PM

2/22/2019 8:27 PM

2/22/2019 8:27 PM

2/22/2019 8:48 PM

2/22/2019 8:50 PM

2/22/2019 9:00 PM

2/22/2019 9:02 PM

2/22/2019 9:07 PM

2/22/2019 9:18 PM

2/22/2019 9:20 PM

2/22/2019 9:26 PM

2/22/2019 9:53 PM

2/22/2019 10:11 PM

2/22/2019 10:17 PM

2/22/2019 10:17 PM

2/22/2019 10:39 PM

2/22/2019 11:13 PM

2/22/2019 11:31 PM

2/22/2019 11:55 PM

2/23/2019 1:34 AM

2/23/2019 2:44 AM

2/23/2019 3:25 AM

2/23/2019 7:51 AM

2/23/2019 8:33 AM

2/23/2019 9:33 AM

2/23/2019 9:42 AM

2/23/2019 9:50 AM

2/23/2019 10:13 AM

2/23/2019 10:32 AM

2/23/2019 10:56 AM

2/23/2019 11:01 AM

2/23/2019 11:12 AM

2/23/2019 11:24 AM

2/23/2019 11:35 AM

2/23/2019 12:12 PM

2/23/2019 12:36 PM

SurveyMonkey
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345

344

343

342

341

340

339

338

337

336

335

334

333

332

331

330

329

328

327

326

325

324

323

322

To look good, clean, and safe primarily

Become even more family friendly. More community building events. Populate store fronts with
busy businesses.

More homes less motels and apartments, drinkable water, business growth and incentives,
repaired deteriating road ways.

If the city offered more opportunities for businesses to come to the area. Have parks & recreation
take more pride in keeping the parks clean & safe.

Bring the city into the 21st century: clean up the buildings on WS Rd & some on the northern part
of Cherry Lane, build up the entirety of Cherry Lane, keep trying to bring businesses to the city,
need activities for citizens of ALL ages (babies to seniors)... visit with officials in other citie:
Benbrook, Aledo, etc as to how they’ve improved their cities & helped them grow & care for ALL of
their citizens. Bring attractions to the city & publicize those attractions: Bomber News, signs on
major roads, social media, fliers in with the water bill, email blast, etc. Form a neighbor helping
neighbor group: paint homes, landscape yards, fix up minor issues (fences, porch lights, house
numbers on curbs, in home handyman items, etc). The entire city needs sprucing up & some
residents are on limited fixed incomes. The city has to be appealing in order to attract residents &
businesses. Also, NO more zoning for apartments: some are ok to nice now, but how will they be
in the next 10-20 years. We do NOT want to be another Calmont/Las Vegas Trail like in Fort
Worth. 1 personal issue: The Travelers (gypsies): they have run off people & businesses due to
their activities. And NO Airbnb:too many issues for actual residents.

Clean the up drugs on the street and for police to listen when drugs houses are reported.

Pedestrian and bike friendly town that is more than just a route for people traveling to/from
Lockheed. Retail and restaurants that give me a reason to not venture outside the city limits.

Infrastructure, ie streets and sidewalks. I live on tumbleweed and the neighborhoods around here
look trashy just from the streets and sidewalks. That one would help with city aesthetics

I want to see the empty buildings full of thriving businesses, for everyone’s enjoyment. Places for
kids to go for fun. Adults of all ages to have fun. Drugs and crime back under control....to suggest a
few

Less apartment homes

Have an identity/brand that attracts development and is flexible with growth

Grow to be an attractive town for young families like mine.

Better roads and water pressure

Having more businesses move into White Settlement proper. Finding a solution to the many water
problems that now exist. Making our waterpark pay for itself and make it profitable. Have our parks
be more like the used to be, resident friendly! The parks should not be used for profit only! There
should be a way for resident to use them more freely and for them to also be profitable too, not just
one way or the other.

Clean up the city

More businesses

Develop an identity that will bring in visitors for economic growth, such as capitalizing on our
history or an arts community or some other unique "branding." There's no reason to come here
now.

To clean out the drug crime and offer attractive living situations to the 20-30 business
professionals and their families moving to the area from all over the US. Offering low interest loans
or other perks to people wanting to restore old homes or open small businesses in existing
abandoned areas would be great ways to start.

It would be great to have some eateries here in town besides fast food. Better transportation
system. Having Sidewalks would be nice and fixing all the rundown homes.

More retail businesses and clean up the city

More shops and restaurants side walks for safer travel and MOREbike lanes

Need more choices in food and shopping and cleaning up the houses that are run down or full of
trash

I've seen lots of good things happening the past few years...good local support for small
businesses, more communication with leaders. Would like to continue seeing leaders that seem to
really care about their city like we have now. That alone goes a long way toward bringing people
and businesses into our little town

To see our city grow and become one of the premier areas in the Metroplex to live in.

2/22/2019 6:32 PM

2/22/2019 6:45 PM

2/22/2019 6:57 PM

2/22/2019 6:58 PM

2/22/2019 7:06 PM

2/22/2019 7:13 PM

2/22/2019 7:29 PM

2/22/2019 7:32 PM

2/22/2019 7:33 PM

2/22/2019 7:35 PM

2/22/2019 7:36 PM

2/22/2019 7:36 PM

2/22/2019 7:36 PM

2/22/2019 7:37 PM

2/22/2019 7:38 PM

2/22/2019 7:44 PM

2/22/2019 7:44 PM

2/22/2019 7:48 PM

2/22/2019 7:50 PM

2/22/2019 7:51 PM

2/22/2019 7:54 PM

2/22/2019 7:55 PM

2/22/2019 7:56 PM

2/22/2019 7:59 PM

2/22/2019 8:01 PM

2/22/2019 8:04 PM

SurveyMonkey
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To be able to live, eat, and play without having to leave the city limits.

To integrate and grow alongside Fort Worth and surrounding communities. To clean up the
community. Enforce code!

2/22/2019 6:31 PM
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Continue offering and upgrading parks and leisure activities. Attract and support new restaurants,
shopping business, , etc

348
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353

352

351

350

349

To see the city grow keeping the parks for the kids. Giving them a safe town to grow up in.

I would love to see a gym in town. It would also be nice to have some form of entertainment here
as well. The old putt putt near is ran down.

I have no idea. But need to get someone in there instead of the good ole boy syndrome who get
kick backs and take money

A large grocery store, inside the city limits would be awesome. Also, a few places for nightlife.
Trash pickup should be updated to include curbside bins for trash and recycling. Connecting all of
White Settlement to the Trinity Trails would be a huge improvement.

More stores and restaurants

No more potholes

2/22/2019 4:50 PM

2/22/2019 5:34 PM

2/22/2019 5:54 PM

2/22/2019 5:56 PM

2/22/2019 6:01 PM

2/22/2019 6:04 PM

2/22/2019 6:13 PM

2/22/2019 6:30 PM

SurveyMonkey
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unique, small town feel

Less crime and drugs in the city. A greater since of safety.
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355
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Q12 If you could change ONE thing about White Settlement, what would
that be?

33

32

31

30

29

28

27

26

25

24

23

22

21

20

19

18

17

16

15

14

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

#

Add more things to do.

No more low unimproved homes that is used for renters

better roads. so many bad roads and potholes.

I would improve the morning & afternoon traffic flow on both White Settlement street and Clifford
street.

improve the appearance of houses and businesses.

Do whatever it takes to bring businesses BACK into WS. Be it offering long term tax breaks or
changing ordinance requirements for existing buildings so a new business doesn't have to spend a
ton of money up front just to open it's doors.

make the neighborhoods nicer by making people clean their property and getting rid of all the trap
houses

The junk homes, run down homes, poor quality homes

To help make the businesses and neighborhoods look clean and updated.

N/a

Improve the buildings.. build and entertainment area for shops and restaurants. Everything like that
has been built just outside the city limits.

less drugs

Adding more recycling

Trash can instead of the trash sitting on the curbs.

Have garbage cans on street instead of just trash.

Condemn more houses

More police in school zones

increase more police officers to assist with illegal narcotics

Do away with the many run down, drug infested, apartment complexes.

More business

Allow shipping container houses.

White Settlement needs a state of the art outdoor park to provide residents with beautiful walking
trails and scenery.

Create a local town center where unique local shops reside that is central to community activity for
all times throughout the week for daily business, weekend for entertainment and recreation, and
night light ambiance for gathering and strolling along farmers branch creek. Also, while a name
change isn’t likely realistic, i recommend a clever, creative marketing campaign to change the
perception that the name implies “only whites welcome”. Maybe adopt a city motto or tag line that
says something like... “white Settlement... where all are welcome to settle “

Clean it up! Smooth out the roads, paint lines have homes and businesses trim vegetation and
edge curbs and sidewalks. Pick up litter and clean up around the interstates.

Keep apartments off of 820 around the high school

to attract more business into the area (restaurants and entertainment)

More stop signs

Less drug/cheap motels

community spirit

better roads too many potholes

The trash everywhere

A lot of things seem to be older, not a lot going on near the middle school

The look

dress up the entrance points coming into the city

liquor store

RESPONSES

3/26/2019 11:19 PM

3/27/2019 1:27 PM

3/28/2019 9:37 PM

3/30/2019 4:24 PM

4/1/2019 7:30 PM

4/2/2019 1:10 AM

4/2/2019 7:34 AM

4/2/2019 12:33 PM

4/2/2019 2:17 PM

4/2/2019 2:29 PM

4/3/2019 4:16 AM

4/3/2019 12:54 PM

4/3/2019 1:00 PM

4/3/2019 1:36 PM

4/3/2019 1:39 PM

4/3/2019 2:20 PM

4/3/2019 2:49 PM

4/3/2019 9:49 PM

4/3/2019 9:49 PM

4/4/2019 12:17 AM

4/4/2019 7:23 AM

4/4/2019 12:04 PM

4/9/2019 10:27 PM

4/12/2019 1:17 PM

4/13/2019 12:40 AM

4/15/2019 5:20 AM

4/15/2019 4:47 PM

4/17/2019 3:41 AM

4/23/2019 2:57 PM

4/23/2019 3:10 PM

4/23/2019 3:13 PM

4/23/2019 3:17 PM

4/23/2019 3:24 PM

4/23/2019 3:26 PM

4/23/2019 3:36 PM

DATE

Skipped: 256

34

Answered: 353

35
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53

52

51

50

49

48

47

46

45

44

43

42

41

40

39

38

37

36

City management

Almost everything but the history

Get rid of the damn gypsies

The aesthetic of neighborhoods is important but above that. WATER QUALITY. We need healthy
drinking water and transparency into what’s in our water. People would rather have transparency
and honesty up front rather than finding out after the fact that we’ve been water that is not safe.
Set high standards.

I’d clean up cherry lane and try to move business and restaurants in there

Modernize drive through areas.

I would like to see more opportunities for the teenagers in our community.

Better roads

I would make us all a community that didnt have to rely fully on grocery stores at the least, only
rely on trade,creating, and growing food amongst ourselves with no fencing for boarders.

The name.

The run down neighborhoods

More business inside the city not on the freeway

Other than the roads, the panhandlers have got to go! Even if it’s in the other side of the bridge by
Albertsons, that side still represents White Settlement. That is what people see!

Property would be maintained, homes and businesses would look modern and taken care of

More trails better attractions and dine

clean up the place. Parts of town just look "tied". A house of any age should look cared for.

Qualifying pre-k in the schools. I think everyone should be accepted into pre-k. My kid didn’t have
an option to go to school in this town because of it and I don’t think it’s fair.

RACISM TOWARDS NON WHITE RESIDENTS.

Make it safe for my grandchildren to play outside in the front yard after dark as it was with my kids.
As it is I'm even a little timid about sitting on my porch after dark. Grown men on bicycles with
backpacks slow down and stare, noises come from unlit roads around the corner and too many
vacant houses lure crime activity.

3/20/2019 5:57 PM

3/20/2019 6:31 PM

3/21/2019 10:52 AM

3/21/2019 11:21 AM

3/21/2019 12:43 PM

3/21/2019 2:34 PM

3/21/2019 2:38 PM

3/21/2019 11:07 PM

3/22/2019 12:56 PM

3/24/2019 2:26 AM

3/25/2019 2:33 PM

3/25/2019 3:36 PM

3/26/2019 9:17 AM

3/26/2019 9:32 AM

3/26/2019 9:33 AM

3/26/2019 9:36 AM

3/26/2019 12:42 PM

3/26/2019 3:18 PM

3/26/2019 3:38 PM

3/26/2019 4:23 PM

3/26/2019 8:18 PM

SurveyMonkey

54
more housing
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55

3/20/2019 5:46 PM

3/18/2019 9:22 PM

politics, water supply pipes

3/18/2019 6:26 PM

Better roadways

The name

3/18/2019 1:47 PM

56

The run down houses and terrible looking mobile homes

3/18/2019 12:40 PM

57

63

Unknown

3/18/2019 12:32 PM

3/20/2019 5:45 PM

64

I would like to see the leadership of White Settlement to embrace growth and change in the city.

3/17/2019 6:00 PM

3/19/2019 9:24 AM

65

N/A

3/17/2019 5:57 PM

No more fast food

66

Our Police Fleet (Add More Variety)

3/15/2019 7:14 PM

58

67

More sidewalks.

3/13/2019 6:00 PM

3/19/2019 8:55 AM

68

Loser water bills.

3/13/2019 5:33 PM

Keep it clean.

69

Bring in a movie, bowling and game room facility! Something for everyone!

More money for the schools.

70

not sure

3/12/2019 7:06 PM

3/13/2019 1:15 PM

59

71

3/12/2019 6:20 PM

60

72

Have schools with more discipline & rules the students MUST follow.

3/12/2019 3:10 PM

3/19/2019 8:20 AM

73

The roads.

That we could have more of our single family homes as owed by residents and fewer as rental
properties.

3/12/2019 12:52 PM

3/19/2019 6:31 AM

74

non

Update the infrastructure

75

Fix the streets that have potholes

How council members handle interactions with citizens and city work orders.

76

3/12/2019 11:20 AM

62

77

good roads new stores

61

78
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81

80

79

Demolish some of the old business buildings and create new ones. The old business building are
an eye sore. New business buildings with unique architecture alone, will attract attention.

be more afforeable

the perception

Provide funds for homeowners to repair their homes.

3/12/2019 8:23 AM

3/12/2019 8:44 AM

3/12/2019 9:06 AM

3/12/2019 9:18 AM

3/12/2019 11:11 AM

3/12/2019 11:20 AM

SurveyMonkey

82
Army Base.
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83

More shopping and dining options.

better treatment of city employees

101

100

99

98

97

96

95

94

93

More shopping than a Walmart.

The holes in the roads

Clean it up! Too many old buildings sitting vacant making the city look run down and old.

I would put in a shuttle or bus service

More commercial properties

Property taxes

Perception of those that don't live in our town. And the Water Dept.

more local options to purchase groceries. produce

Attractiveness

The appearance.

No more trash on ground

3/6/2019 6:05 PM

3/6/2019 6:36 PM

3/6/2019 7:43 PM

3/6/2019 7:59 PM

3/7/2019 8:22 AM

3/7/2019 9:22 AM

3/7/2019 11:43 AM

3/7/2019 1:38 PM

3/7/2019 3:51 PM

3/7/2019 5:56 PM

3/7/2019 6:24 PM

3/7/2019 7:10 PM

3/7/2019 9:05 PM

3/10/2019 5:45 PM

85

84

102

Better police control and less crime

3/6/2019 5:58 PM

3/10/2019 1:56 PM

103

code enforcement and city ordinance update to help clean up and beatify the city.

3/6/2019 5:08 PM

3/8/2019 12:58 PM

104

Make it safe like it was before

3/6/2019 4:38 PM

Clean up the streets- drugs, homeless, theft

105

RED LIGHTS

3/6/2019 4:37 PM

who knows, need to get rid of the crime

106

Clean up the City in both drug houses and run down (code) type issues.

3/6/2019 4:35 PM

86

107

CLEAN IT UP SOME IN THE SOUTH NEAR CHERRY LANE

3/6/2019 4:31 PM

87

108

To have more businesses. Cleaner neighborhoods.

3/6/2019 4:21 PM

3/8/2019 10:28 AM

109

Building codes need to adapt to newer material styles. The idea of 75-80% brick for new
construction was a '90s requirement that doesn't fit into the existing neighborhood without
standing out. Look at places like Austin and even the Fairmount district of Fort Worth and you will
find new construction of woods and metals and concrete materials.

3/6/2019 4:16 PM

3/8/2019 9:55 AM

110

Educating the Citizens on investing in their town and about municipal government. For example;
the complaints about a "trashy look" and blaming the garbage company. The garbage company is
not responsible to clean porches, yards, driveways, and keep the outside of homes neat. This is
the responsibility of the citizen. Citizens need to stop pointing fingers and start working on being
the solution. Be educated and take pride in where you live.

3/6/2019 4:07 PM

Bring in more businesses.

111

Better roads

3/6/2019 3:44 PM

88

112

Remove low rent appeal

3/6/2019 2:27 PM

3/8/2019 9:53 AM

113

The roads, and the look of the buildings. The appearance needs to be freshened up.

3/6/2019 1:15 PM

The appearance of Cherry Lane along with the run down businesses

114

Road quality

3/6/2019 11:48 AM

Expand tax base by attracting businesses.

115

Fix the roads.

89

116

be more inclusive in types of people who come to this community

3/6/2019 11:30 AM

90

117

WS needs a grocery store

3/6/2019 8:35 AM

3/6/2019 9:39 AM

3/7/2019 10:56 PM

118

The appearance/cleanliness

3/6/2019 8:15 AM

3/7/2019 10:08 PM

119

Offer better incentives to lure businesses into the city.

3/6/2019 7:04 AM

Bring in business to cherry lane

120

Better roads

Updated fitness center for residents and ISD families

121

Public transportation that runs Las Vegas Trail, White Settlement Road and Cherry lane

92

122

91

123
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125

124

Stop all the petty small town politics and focus on rebuilding a city With some quality commercial
growth

That we would have a nice grocery store

More support from residents

3/5/2019 10:22 PM

3/5/2019 10:34 PM

3/5/2019 10:36 PM

3/5/2019 11:07 PM

SurveyMonkey

126
To dissolve and let fort worth take over

City of White Settlement Comprehensive Plan

127

3/5/2019 9:12 PM

3/5/2019 9:48 PM

3/5/2019 9:03 PM

3/5/2019 9:58 PM

The appearance. Ws is run down and outdated and attracts crime

3/5/2019 9:00 PM

Road conditions in my area

Update downtown so it doesn't look like it is frozen in the fifties/sixties era.

3/5/2019 8:49 PM

Lowering home taxes, also letting White Settlement residents get discounts at the water park.

130

more local restaurants

3/5/2019 8:47 PM

129

131

Removal of known drug houses

128

132

Run-down neighborhoods.

3/5/2019 7:52 PM

133

3/5/2019 7:43 PM

134

Water price.

3/5/2019 7:27 PM

3/5/2019 8:35 PM

TO NOT HAVE THE TRAVELERS LIVE IN JUST THIS AREA.

3/5/2019 7:16 PM

3/5/2019 8:29 PM

137

Owning instead of renting

3/5/2019 7:07 PM

Upkeep/ aesthetically appealing

138

Price of water utility

I would like to see no new hotel developments. The lower emd hotels are crime magnets.

139

N/a

136

140

135

141

3/5/2019 7:00 PM

3/5/2019 6:39 PM

Less gypsy crime

3/5/2019 6:04 PM

142

Fewer motels near cherry lane/30 and Las Vegas Trail/ 30. That area needs to be cleaned up.

3/5/2019 6:00 PM

3/5/2019 6:54 PM

Create more sidewalks

3/5/2019 5:27 PM

3/5/2019 6:54 PM

145

Less traffic

3/5/2019 5:23 PM

Lack of businesses

146

To have more biking and hiking trails available

resources to keep kids off the streets

147

Not build anymore apartments.

144

148

143

149

3/5/2019 4:04 PM

3/5/2019 4:17 PM

3/5/2019 2:57 PM

I can’t say I’d change anything.

3/5/2019 2:24 PM

150

3/5/2019 1:53 PM

Cherry Lane
Fix up old buildings, or build new ones.

Rid the slate of the small town politics jocking for power.

The name has negative connotations

152
153

151

154

3/5/2019 1:10 PM

3/5/2019 1:46 PM

3/5/2019 12:55 PM

3/5/2019 1:39 PM

Remove all the old houses re do the neighborhood plant flowers just clean the space up.

3/5/2019 12:43 PM

The name

Fix the roads!!!

3/5/2019 12:30 PM

155

160

Improve condition of road/streets

3/5/2019 12:21 PM

3/5/2019 1:21 PM

161

Move out the travelers.

3/5/2019 12:15 PM

The city and the school district to be one united family.

162

Visual appeal (houses, streets, vacant buildings, etc.)

3/5/2019 12:12 PM

Better streets

163

Lack of wealth, so I would improve the housing so that the property values would go up.

3/5/2019 12:09 PM

156

164

the panhandling

3/5/2019 12:09 PM

157

165

more shopping and restaurants on/around cherry lane

3/5/2019 12:06 PM

3/5/2019 1:19 PM

166

better roads

3/5/2019 11:57 AM

3/5/2019 1:14 PM

167

Parent support

3/5/2019 11:54 AM

Better community

168

Look and feel of Cherry Lane

How the nice neighborhoods are going down and to have everyone keep up with yards

169

More shopping

159

170

158

171
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185

184

183

182

181

Mayor

Homeless and drug use

Nothing

Give a facelift to the businesses in White Settlement Proper

office people

City needs to enforce neighborhood cleanup so they don't look like junkyards and trash dumps.
*add sidewalks *curbside recycling like all the other cities around us

There are several nice areas within the city, but seems to be more disheveled, eye sore areas.
Address these areas so that the city can be clean and safe.

3/5/2019 11:04 AM

3/5/2019 11:10 AM

3/5/2019 11:12 AM

3/5/2019 11:17 AM

3/5/2019 11:17 AM

3/5/2019 11:18 AM

3/5/2019 11:19 AM

3/5/2019 11:20 AM

3/5/2019 11:22 AM

3/5/2019 11:37 AM

186

The name

3/5/2019 11:00 AM

3/5/2019 11:36 AM

187

Las Vegas Trail housing and homeless persons.

3/5/2019 10:59 AM

Code and compliance on housing

188

The name

3/5/2019 10:59 AM

More businesses that attract consumers and increase revenue

189

Increased police support. White Settlement is growing. With growth comes crime. I've been a
victim of home burglary and it sucks. I don't hardly see police patrolling the neighborhoods unless
there has been an incident.

172

190

crime

3/5/2019 10:56 AM

173

191

Needs a revitalization of the WSR/SCL corridors.

3/5/2019 10:52 AM

3/5/2019 10:53 AM

3/5/2019 11:35 AM

192

safer neighborhoods

3/5/2019 11:31 AM

193

I would increase the number of master planned communities within the city.

3/5/2019 10:51 AM

Revitalize/Transform White Settlement Rd

194

The city doesn’t support its small businesses that start up here. They promise them the moon yet
they leave them out in the cold and support businesses that aren’t even operating in white
Settlement

3/5/2019 10:49 AM

More feeling of safety. More similar to benbrook

195

N/A

3/5/2019 10:47 AM

3/5/2019 10:47 AM

174

196

Clean up!!! It just looks like every other small "poor" nasty town.

3/5/2019 10:46 AM

175

197

That White Settlement did not annex land, so that it would not be surrounded by Fort Worth

3/5/2019 10:45 AM

3/5/2019 11:31 AM

198

Jobs, schools, income do not match, living expenses. Cost of living is to high.

3/5/2019 10:45 AM

3/5/2019 11:27 AM

199

not sure

3/5/2019 10:44 AM

roads, pot holes

200

Businesses

3/5/2019 10:43 AM

176

201

For everyone to stop feeling like White Settlement is a bad place...it's not Como, Stop 6, or the
other side of Las Vegas Trail. People have gotten into the mindset that we are just as
impoverished and crime ridden as the aforementioned neighborhoods. We need to find a way to
change this mindset.

3/5/2019 10:42 AM

3/5/2019 11:27 AM

202

Fixing the streets

3/5/2019 10:40 AM

Housing

203

Roads. No sooner is a road paved than it is dug up again for maintenance issues and poorly
patched. It would be less disruptive to just fix everything at once and then repave. I suspect it
might be more cost efficient too.

3/5/2019 10:38 AM

Go Green. Lead the way as "the Settlement"

204

storefront look on White S Road and Cherry lane

3/5/2019 10:37 AM

177

205

safety an drug control

178

206

Less trashy

3/5/2019 10:37 AM

3/5/2019 11:25 AM

207

3/5/2019 10:36 AM

3/5/2019 11:24 AM

208

The apartments above the park started the demise of the city. Too many low rent apartments
where people are not invested

Just clear out the old rundown houses.

209

The condition of the roads and the attractiveness of the town.

3/5/2019 10:27 AM

3/5/2019 10:34 AM

less apartments

210

Shopping/Dining areas

180

211

A better city council to see that all good and legal issues are completed vs. arguing with one
another which hinders progress.

179

212
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219

Stray dos/cide compliance

Clean up the neighborhoods. Many have run down and in kept houses

More housing for renters

3/5/2019 12:29 AM

3/5/2019 12:34 AM

3/5/2019 12:51 AM

3/5/2019 1:22 AM

3/5/2019 1:25 AM

3/5/2019 10:09 AM

220

Improving busines and home asthetics and getting rid of areas in disrepair

3/4/2019 11:40 PM

3/5/2019 8:43 AM

221

The massive amount of crime and drugs.

3/4/2019 11:19 PM

Cleaner......pride of ownership!!!

222

More local commerce

3/4/2019 11:17 PM

213

223

Better communication with city officials

3/4/2019 11:11 PM

214

224

Make S. Judd St. two-way again. Need to be one-way only during school times/days. Other areas
by other schools are not one-way all the time.

3/4/2019 11:09 PM

3/5/2019 8:28 AM

225

Clean up the neighborhoods

3/4/2019 10:57 PM

Provide financial incentive for home builders and business owners to operate in the LVT area. The
vacant shops, empty lots, and falling apart houses are what folks picture when they think of White
Settlement.

226

Fill up the empty spaces on cherry lane with businesses, grocery stores, restaurants etc

3/4/2019 10:40 PM

3/5/2019 4:37 AM

227

That the roads (potholes) are repaired within a reasonable amount of time

3/4/2019 10:28 PM

Trash regulations

228

Cheaper housing

3/4/2019 10:27 PM

Fix the roads

229

Clean up the city of the drugs and sketchy people waking aound at all hours of the night, crime
ridden

3/4/2019 10:18 PM

215

230

Bulldoze the water park and cut water prices.

3/4/2019 10:15 PM

216

231

City officials to respect and include the residents

3/4/2019 10:08 PM

3/5/2019 2:11 AM

232

More convenient shopping

3/4/2019 10:06 PM

3/5/2019 2:51 AM

233

Streets (some are full of pot holes)

3/4/2019 9:43 PM

get rid of all vacant houses, tear them down.

234

Keep the roads up to date

3/4/2019 9:22 PM

Appearance of community properties

235

Somehow create ways to up lift and further the residents to want to do better for themselves.

218

236

The name

217

237

3/3/2019 1:53 PM

238

3/1/2019 12:58 PM

3/4/2019 9:10 PM

The code compliance is not forced equally to everyone .very trashed area.

3/1/2019 10:03 AM

3/4/2019 8:57 PM

Speed humps to slow down traffic

2/28/2019 1:54 AM

Code enforcement

244

The run down buildings.

2/27/2019 9:25 AM

239

245

2/26/2019 10:13 AM

3/4/2019 8:28 PM

246

Drinking Water Quality should be #1 priority.

Find better ways besides raising taxes every year on our water bills. Structure budget to fund
replacement of faulty digital meters.

2/26/2019 9:50 AM

Code compliance sorely lacking.

247

Better shopping

2/25/2019 8:13 PM

Sell the water park.

248

RUN OFF DRUGGIES

2/25/2019 6:27 PM

240

249

The high water bills.

2/25/2019 3:24 PM

241

250

run down and unkept portions of town

3/4/2019 8:14 PM

251

get rid of drugs

2/25/2019 12:20 PM

3/4/2019 8:11 PM

252

the horrible streets. They are really bad.

2/25/2019 11:40 AM

2/25/2019 11:52 AM

Put in a grocery store

253

Better roads and transportation

Debilitated houses

254

Condition of roadways

243

255

242

256

2/25/2019 9:49 AM

257

The land use around I-30. Our section of White Settlement along I-30 makes use look awful. The
visual aesthetics gives no reason to want to stop and visit our city. We need more landscaping,
fencing, updated types of signs.
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271

270

269

268

267

266

265

264

263

262

261

260

259

258

Clean up the city(drugs,crime)

Road maintenance

Get rid of homelessness. Too many people just walking the streets.

Remove all the homeless people and drug houses. Fix road and bring about more art structures

Access to medical care

Crime

Better crime patrol

Some people think they are better than others

Quality, price, and handling of water utilities

Enforce trashy neighborhoods and adjust water expenses

Lord- to many to list# Hire more police!! More street lights Fix streets Fix water billing Place for
youth Close open enrollment Grocery store No more carlots Get rid of the abode center

Clamp down on crime and gypsies / travelers.

The percentage of rental properties. Homeowners are more vested to upkeep of their property &
more involved in the community.

I hear gunshots every week now - my friends are selling their home and moving from our area
because they no longer feel safe with their children. We tried to call gunshots in one night and 911
didn't even answer the phone.

I would enforce codes more. Nothing is being done with over growing grass, plants, smells, wild
animals

See previous question

2/23/2019 2:29 PM

2/23/2019 2:47 PM

2/23/2019 3:52 PM

2/23/2019 3:54 PM

2/23/2019 5:24 PM

2/23/2019 6:10 PM

2/23/2019 8:30 PM

2/23/2019 8:52 PM

2/24/2019 11:13 AM

2/24/2019 12:33 PM

2/24/2019 2:44 PM

2/24/2019 3:58 PM

2/24/2019 6:08 PM

2/24/2019 6:33 PM

2/24/2019 7:02 PM

2/24/2019 7:05 PM

2/25/2019 3:50 AM

2/25/2019 8:25 AM

SurveyMonkey

272

Better road conditions

City of White Settlement Comprehensive Plan

273

Zoning and codes that restrict building costs stay low so builders will come here

2/23/2019 12:52 PM

274

2/23/2019 12:36 PM

275

2/23/2019 12:12 PM

2/23/2019 12:59 PM

Attractiveness

2/23/2019 2:27 PM

Shopping

2/23/2019 11:35 AM

better roads

279

2/23/2019 11:24 AM

276

280
More police presence.

2/23/2019 11:12 AM

I would add sidewalks to every neighborhood.

281
Roads

2/23/2019 11:01 AM

Landscaping on WS Road and Cherry Lane

282

Try to build up Cherry Lane and White Settlement RD area to bring in more business to the heart
of our town.

2/23/2019 10:56 AM

278

283

The as the tics of Cherry Lane. Make it more up to date with new business choices.

Increased retail and light commercial use.

277

285

2/23/2019 10:32 AM

284

2/23/2019 10:13 AM

2/23/2019 7:51 AM

2/23/2019 8:33 AM

clean up everythings look like it needs power washed in a lot of houses need new siding or paint

Less crime

2/23/2019 3:38 AM

286

Older homes need update incentives. Traffic on white road is chaotic with Lockheed and west
elementary traffic for dale lane residents. Making hard to turn on white Settlement especially
adding the highway vehicles exiting. Can be a dangerous left turn.

2/23/2019 3:25 AM

2/23/2019 9:50 AM

291

Make people clean up there property.

2/23/2019 2:44 AM

More focus on crime prevention

292

To get rid of the drugs and crime rate.

2/23/2019 1:34 AM

More attractive curb appeal for both residential and commercial ateas

293

More trees

2/22/2019 11:55 PM

287

294

Better code enforcement.

2/22/2019 11:31 PM

288

295

Cheaper rent for single parents

2/22/2019 11:13 PM

2/23/2019 9:42 AM

296

The look of our town. To an outside person this area is no different than the fort worth side of Las
Vegas Trail.

2/22/2019 10:39 PM

2/23/2019 9:33 AM

297

Some of the roads need work.

2/22/2019 10:17 PM

I would change the water bill due dates to be on the last day of every month instead of the 30th

298

Not sure I can narrow it down to just one.

The internet options are abysmal.

299

Fixing all the pot holes.

290

300

289

301
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310

309

308

307

306

305

304

303

302

Better use of tax money on roadways

The image

More activities and job opportunities for the youth.

More than adequate fire and police staffing and tools needed. Nicer roads. Revitalize and or
rezone cherry ln. less travel trailers.

It's attractiveness

Water quality and road conditions

Lack of shopping and proximity to LVT. Apartments- too many

Update the run down homes and clean up neighborhoods.

More action by police to get the drug infestation out of this little city.

Clean up the city by better code enforcement. Do we really have a code department? Seems to be
2 semi-retired individuals.

2/22/2019 8:48 PM

2/22/2019 8:50 PM

2/22/2019 9:00 PM

2/22/2019 9:02 PM

2/22/2019 9:07 PM

2/22/2019 9:18 PM

2/22/2019 9:20 PM

2/22/2019 9:26 PM

2/22/2019 9:53 PM

2/22/2019 10:11 PM

2/22/2019 10:17 PM

SurveyMonkey

311
Having code enforcement actually make people clean up their home areas front and back. Cleaner
looking all around

City of White Settlement Comprehensive Plan

312
2/22/2019 8:27 PM

2/22/2019 8:10 PM

2/22/2019 8:27 PM

2/22/2019 8:06 PM

Eliminate Distressed properties. I think it would help eliminate the rough clientele

Rundown homes

2/22/2019 8:04 PM

313

Trash in yards and traffic

2/22/2019 8:01 PM

2/22/2019 8:22 PM

318

The negative image about businesses in our city. For a long while, we were known as being not
business friendly Or st least , we were perceived that way .

Get public transportation for the sick & elderly.

319

Honestly roads, parks, businesses, water billing, communication, crime have all been issues but
I've seen great improvement in attempting to resolve these and others in recent years. Things are
really moving forward right now so I wouldn't change a thing...except maybe those dang water bills
lol....

2/22/2019 7:59 PM

Animal related ordinances are atuck in the 1980s....

320

The run down houses or empty buildings

2/22/2019 7:55 PM

2/22/2019 7:56 PM

314

321

More entertainment venues

315

322

Clean up the city with tearing down old homes and replace with new homes and businesses

2/22/2019 7:54 PM

2/22/2019 8:19 PM

323

2/22/2019 7:51 PM

2/22/2019 8:18 PM

324

The neighborhoods didn’t look as trashy as they did when we first moved here 19 years ago. It’s a
great central location so I love that.

2/22/2019 7:50 PM

Abandoned buildings along Cherry lane.

325

The abandoned feel of the city overall. I used to live in ws and would love to love back if I saw that
it was moving forward.

2/22/2019 7:48 PM

homeless people and the drug problem

326

Stricter codes and enforcement to clean up substandard buildings, and better commercial signage
ordinances.

2/22/2019 7:44 PM

317

327
The water park

2/22/2019 7:44 PM

316

328
Reduce the number of apartment complexes.

2/22/2019 7:36 PM

329

2/22/2019 7:36 PM

Bring more business to WS and revitalize Cherry Ln. and Whitesettlement Rd. , so it doesn't look
so run down.

less apartments

2/22/2019 7:35 PM

330

The emptiness of our towns Main Street, our town looks like those in the movies that is portrayed
as living in the Ghetto.

2/22/2019 7:33 PM

2/22/2019 7:38 PM

334

City responsiveness

Better roads

335

The rundown appearance.

2/22/2019 7:29 PM

2/22/2019 7:32 PM

331

336

Better roads

2/22/2019 7:13 PM

2/22/2019 7:36 PM

337

That it becomes progressive & markets itself that way so people will want to live & spend their
money here. It can be progressive & charming at the same time. Community based activities help
for both families & singles.

2/22/2019 7:06 PM

2/22/2019 7:37 PM

338

Get rid of the gypsies, they are mean, rude, and thief's.

2/22/2019 6:58 PM

the negativity

339

The city council.

Beater painted lanes and light times on Clifford.

340

New, fully modern playground structures

333

341

332

342
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351

350

349

348

347

346

345

344

343

The amount of crime in the area.

Pay the lower employees more to help bring in people who care at what they do.

Add more entertainment

Clean up the area. There is nothing nice to look at. Just seems kinda trashy

Add a large grocery store inside the city limits. This is a very close tie with adding curbside trash
and recycling bins.

.......

More efficient public works department.

To be more progressive and creative in planning for the future. Seems that the “good ole boy”
approach has seen better days

The aesthetics and inconsistent zoning types along the main roads. It appears old and almost third
worldly in some areas.

Code enforcement, clean up the city.

To clean it to make it a law for every business and homeowners to keep their surrounding property
clean!!!

2/22/2019 5:34 PM

2/22/2019 5:54 PM

2/22/2019 5:56 PM

2/22/2019 6:01 PM

2/22/2019 6:04 PM

2/22/2019 6:13 PM

2/22/2019 6:30 PM

2/22/2019 6:31 PM

2/22/2019 6:32 PM

2/22/2019 6:45 PM

2/22/2019 6:57 PM

SurveyMonkey
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38.11%

5.41%

10.00%

17.57%

65

141

20

37

65

SurveyMonkey

17.57%

370

42

DATE

11.35%

RESPONSES

Q13 What is your number ONE desire for White Settlement?

More
low-density...

Wider mix of
housing options

More
high-density...

Greater
variety of...

Entertainment
destination

More job
opportunities

ANSWER CHOICES
More low-density single-family homes
Wider mix of housing options
More high-density mixed-use development (apartments / offices above retail)
Greater variety of retail shopping
Entertainment destination
More job opportunities

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

TOTAL

#

4/23/2019 3:17 PM

3/27/2019 1:27 PM

4/9/2019 10:27 PM

3/26/2019 9:17 AM

But affordable - Not $2,000 apartments for 1 bedroom

Town Square

3/25/2019 3:36 PM

1

To clean up the town and make it look better

4/3/2019 1:00 PM

6

More community spaces.

3/22/2019 12:56 PM

neighborhoods connected to town center and parks, of which those are connected to trinity trails.

7

NO MORE LOW INCOME HOUSING

3/18/2019 12:40 PM

3/21/2019 11:07 PM

Recycling

8

need for sidewalks

3/17/2019 5:57 PM

2

9

I would like to see nicer home built along with greater variety of retail shopping and an ebtertainent
destinarion.

3/13/2019 6:00 PM

3

10

More sidewalks

3/12/2019 3:16 PM

4/2/2019 7:34 AM

11

Keep the small town charm, but make business property owners keep up their property
appearance.

3/12/2019 8:23 AM

4/1/2019 7:30 PM

12

Let the elderly die in their own homes with dignity.

To see vacant businesses and lots be used again

13

all of the above options should be handled not just one

3/8/2019 9:53 AM

more shopping and entertainment, make people want to come to white settlement

14

3/7/2019 7:10 PM

5

15

It needs insight

Clean up unsightly neighborhoods.

4

17

16
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52

51

50

49

48

47

46

45

44

43

42

41

40

39

38

37

36

35

34

33

32

31

30

29

28

27

26

25

24

23

22

21

20

19

18

Clean up the existing structures

And entertainment/variety retail destinations.

Better infrastructure

High quality if life for young families in all areas including parks, entertainment and dining, schools
and housing options.

public transportation line

Less section 8 housing

Public transportation.

Better upkeep of areas we already have and updated spaces like the community center and library

Continue adding new homes.

Sidewalks

Roads, street signage & street lighting

To aggressively prohibit transient population & those being driven out of LVT apartments from
bringing the problems into WS

LESS METH

To attract or incentize entrepreneurs to open a business in our town

Speed humps

No more apartment

To lose it's bad reputation

We need to take care of basics, water, roads, etc

Like to have a movie theater back in White Settlement. We had two at one time, now there is none.

Improve the school system. Especially west elementary and the high school n

Clean up the neighborhoods

Better roads

Clean it up, get rid of all the trashy run down homes that are managed by management
companies....their cash cows!

Need to increase industry and not restaurants for more taxes

Less crime an drugs

Changing the name

More schools.

Green community, safe to travel on bike and walking.

Businesses for more tax growth.

n/a

TO LOOK CLEANER, MORE UPDATED , SO IT'S APPEALING TO ALL WITH A GOOD MIX OF
HOUSING OPTIONS.

Nothing

Consistent Enforcement of existbuilding codes

Less apartments!!

Food Choices

Bring the City to what it is capable of being; update infrastructure; rezone to adjust to new dining,
housing and work experiences

2/22/2019 6:04 PM

2/22/2019 6:45 PM

2/22/2019 7:29 PM

2/22/2019 7:35 PM

2/22/2019 7:51 PM

2/22/2019 8:18 PM

2/22/2019 8:22 PM

2/22/2019 8:27 PM

2/22/2019 10:17 PM

2/23/2019 7:51 AM

2/23/2019 12:52 PM

2/23/2019 8:52 PM

2/24/2019 7:02 PM

2/26/2019 9:50 AM

2/28/2019 1:54 AM

3/1/2019 12:58 PM

3/3/2019 1:53 PM

3/4/2019 9:10 PM

3/4/2019 10:57 PM

3/4/2019 11:17 PM

3/5/2019 12:29 AM

3/5/2019 1:22 AM

3/5/2019 2:51 AM

3/5/2019 10:09 AM

3/5/2019 10:37 AM

3/5/2019 10:38 AM

3/5/2019 11:10 AM

3/5/2019 11:17 AM

3/5/2019 11:27 AM

3/5/2019 4:04 PM

3/5/2019 7:16 PM

3/5/2019 7:43 PM

3/5/2019 10:22 PM

3/5/2019 10:34 PM

3/6/2019 9:39 AM

3/6/2019 4:07 PM

3/6/2019 4:21 PM

SurveyMonkey
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A large grocery store inside the city limits.

City of White Settlement Comprehensive Plan
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31.84%

15.42%

29.60%

128

62

119

DATE

225

4/23/2019 3:24 PM

55.97%

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) OR ADD COMMENT ON LOCATION

4/17/2019 3:41 AM

116

shops

28.86%

#

Better business/higher end

4/9/2019 10:27 PM

61

1

4/3/2019 4:16 AM

15.17%

2

Town square or center with 2to3 story craftsman style buildings with street level local shops and
apartment/condo/office living overhead.

4/2/2019 1:10 AM

29

3

1700 s cherry and and Scott street

3/26/2019 3:38 PM

7.21%

4

The entire area around where Toys R Us was. Move flight deck and Chuckee Cheese and the
roofing supply into another nearby area. Several blocks of smaller businesses or sit down
restaurant s could be established right alongside I30 at Cherry.

3/26/2019 3:18 PM

77

5

I think a set of rules should be applied to take better Care of the appearance of the houses in
neighborhoods. (I.e no board on windows, lawn must be mowed, trash and debree kept out of all
yards, etc.)

3/26/2019 9:32 AM

19.15%

RESPONSES

Q14 One element of the City’s Comprehensive Plan will address land
use. Where different uses are located throughout the City and how much
property is designated for different kinds of uses. What do you feel would
make the Future Land Use Plan successful? (Select all that apply)

Better
transitions...
More housing
types
Destinations
with a varie...
Community
gathering...
More parks or
open space
More
commercial u...
More
residential...
Other (please
specify) or ...

ANSWER CHOICES
Better transitions between different types of uses (e.g. screening, landscaping, building setbacks)
More housing types
Destinations with a variety of uses
Community gathering places (e.g. public plaza, town square)
More parks or open space
More commercial uses (enter location in the comment field)
More residential uses (enter location in the comment field)

6

Area 3

I really don't know what to pick

Total Respondents: 402

Other (please specify) or add comment on location

8

7
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15

14

13

12

11

10

9

By the old Food Bin, or by the old Eckerds

White Settlement Roads

Cherry lane

I think with more of a town square feel, WS well attract people not to just live here, but want to
stay. Maybe not head to 7th fw, or other hot spots in fw.

On White Settlement Rd sown the strip should be a retail area with nice offices and shopping.

More family Dinning establishments

Cherry Lane

stop useless spending on things that won't profit the city as a whole and instead focus on the
community as a whole

White Settlement Road - Clifford - and Cherry Lane - Las Vegas Trail

3/7/2019 8:22 AM

3/7/2019 7:10 PM

3/7/2019 9:05 PM

3/7/2019 10:08 PM

3/8/2019 9:55 AM

3/9/2019 6:05 PM

3/10/2019 5:45 PM

3/12/2019 8:23 AM

3/21/2019 11:07 PM

SurveyMonkey

16
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17

3/6/2019 4:35 PM

3/6/2019 4:38 PM

3/6/2019 4:31 PM

3/6/2019 5:58 PM

To fill in new businesses where old ones existed.

3/5/2019 10:34 PM

Service Roads and Clifford

Less commercial. Judging from the number of abandoned or struggling businesses, the City
doesn't appear to be able to support the amount of existing commercial zoning. With less, be more
particular about what is allowed.

3/5/2019 10:22 PM

Get rid of the low income housing/ apartments/trailer parks, no more car lots

20

A comprehensive zoning overlay in addition to enforcing current building codes on all the old junky
homes and trailer parks

3/5/2019 6:04 PM

19

21

To tear down and start new

18

22

More schools

3/5/2019 11:17 AM

23

3/5/2019 11:17 AM

24

More schools to prevent overcrowded classrooms.

3/5/2019 10:56 AM

3/5/2019 4:04 PM

Tear down some housing that is ran down and create more desirable housing that isn't located in a
bad area

3/5/2019 10:52 AM

3/5/2019 12:50 PM

30

restaurants and shopping options

All the residence along 820

31

More residential areas close to the high school.

3/5/2019 10:38 AM

3/5/2019 10:45 AM

Gym and/or facilities for families and shopping.

32

along the access road

3/5/2019 10:09 AM

25

33

more schools we are over crowded with 30 students in classrooms

3/5/2019 8:43 AM

26

34

This can only be answered with a map showing the targeted land in question!

3/5/2019 2:51 AM

3/5/2019 12:15 PM

35

Restore or demo and rebuild homes in the LVT area. Perhaps some vacant lots could be
converted into parks.

Quit building apartments

36

No more apartments

3/4/2019 10:28 PM

3/4/2019 11:40 PM

27

37

Cherry Lane has a lot of space for new development

3/4/2019 10:27 PM

3/5/2019 11:22 AM

38

Tiny house community

3/4/2019 10:27 PM

3/5/2019 11:24 AM

39

Land on Tumbleweed anf the church land next door. Tumbleweed has been filled with trees and
homeless for years without the owner caring

3/4/2019 10:18 PM

Along the highway and the Spur

40

Reduce the number of apartments.

More code enforcement. Bulldoze some of the run down houses.

41

Schools high school back in city limits

29

42

28

43

3/4/2019 8:14 PM
3/1/2019 12:58 PM

3/4/2019 8:57 PM

2/28/2019 1:54 AM

A downtown

2/27/2019 9:25 AM

44

Get rid of old dilapidated buildings on White Settlement Rd. implement zoning that has a specific
aesthetic standards. Better use of land off 341,and Cherry On. Get rid of the run down apartment
complexes.

2/26/2019 9:50 AM

Lakeview Ridge

47

Need Popular stores like Marshall’s maybe on cherry lane to bring other retailers.

2/25/2019 8:13 PM

Rejuvenate veterans park/fields. Attract more adult players. Allow beer sales

48

LESS DRUG HOUSES

46

49

We need a new place for community to have parties. A rental area for baby showers or reunions.
Our rec center is embarrassing. We need a rental facility with a full kitchen and bathrooms.

45

50
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59

58

57

A park in North White settlement. Or use open land for dirt bikes/ community pool

Stop running out the wildlife, coyotes and deer etc. Everytime we move closer to their food
sources they come out to look for food.

South of I-30 to Clifford Street, along 820

More light commercial/retail

White Settlement Rd and Cherry Lane

2/22/2019 10:17 PM

2/23/2019 2:44 AM

2/23/2019 3:25 AM

2/23/2019 9:33 AM

2/23/2019 10:56 AM

2/23/2019 11:01 AM

2/23/2019 11:12 AM

2/25/2019 6:27 PM

60

More trees and general greenery

2/22/2019 9:53 PM

better building standards towards aethetics and enough code enforcement to get everything else
better kept up

61

We do not need any more baseball fields or park space.

2/22/2019 9:26 PM

51

62

Add businesses to Cherry Lane. I30 gets more traffic coming through than ever.

2/22/2019 9:20 PM

2/24/2019 7:02 PM

63

Protection from LVT

2/22/2019 9:18 PM

52

64

movie theater ,grocery store

2/22/2019 9:07 PM

2/24/2019 6:08 PM

65

Cherry Ln, LVT, 820

2/22/2019 8:04 PM

Too much land is being used for churches & schools - (tax exempt properties) needs a better
balance

66

Some type of revitalizing of cherry ln. More commercial not residential alone 820.

2/22/2019 7:54 PM

2/23/2019 2:47 PM

67

More entertainment opportunities

2/22/2019 7:44 PM

Businesses on cherry lane. Grocery store- restaurants shopping

68

Cherry lane

Restaurants

69

Whitesettlement Rd. and Cherry LN.

2/22/2019 7:35 PM

53

70

Grocery store

2/22/2019 7:29 PM

2/22/2019 7:32 PM

54

71

Nicer retail buildings. The ones now are run down.

2/22/2019 6:57 PM

2/23/2019 2:29 PM

72

Commercial use locations: WS rd & Cherry Lane.

2/22/2019 6:32 PM

2/23/2019 12:59 PM

73

High-end retail and clean and make the city look better it looks scary

Allow an Architect to help with this process

74

Get rid of old, low income commercial business areas and develop new homes there.

Large sports venue to accommodate the west side

75

2/22/2019 6:30 PM

56

76
Unsure

55

77
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Answered: 393

Skipped: 216

10
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Q15 Providing infrastructure and basic services is one of the best ways to
support private investment, attract development and encourage
redevelopment. Every city has limited resources for public improvements,
projects and initiatives. What should the City of White Settlement prioritize
in upcoming budgets and/or spending packages? Drag or renumber the
listed items into priority order with 1 being most important.

Street repairs

Other
infrastructu...
Parks and
trails
Property
maintenance...
Incentives for
mixed use...
Bicycle and
pedestrian...
Aesthetic
enhancements...
Community
events/programs
Community
gathering...
Address code
enforcement...
Adopt/Update
land use...
9

382

8

0.00%
0

372

7

1.31%
5

0.00%
0

369

6

1.57%
6

1.61%
6

0.00%
0

5

1.83%
7

2.69%
10

7.86%
29

0.00%
0

367

4

2.62%
10

2.69%
10

6.78%
25

0.00%
0

0.00%
0

370

3

3.66%
14

5.65%
21

10.57%
39

0.00%
0

7.08%
26

0.00%
0

375

2

5.50%
21

7.53%
28

10.03%
37

0.00%
0

11.17%
41

15.41%
57

0.00%
0

1

3

4.19%
16

10.22%
38

9.21%
34

0.00%
0

11.17%
41

10.00%
37

2.40%
9

0

2

12.83%
49

9.68%
36

15.99%
59

0.00%
0

9.26%
34

12.70%
47

6.67%
25

TOTAL

1
21.20%
81

12.63%
47

14.36%
53

0.00%
0

13.35%
49

13.51%
50

5.87%
22

11

45.29%
173
32.80%
122

15.72%
58

0.00%
0

11.72%
43

13.51%
50

10.13%
38

10

Street repairs
14.52%
54

6.50%
24

0.00%
0

16.08%
59

15.95%
59

15.47%
58

9

Other infrastructure
improvement (water, sewer,
drainage)
2.98%
11

0.00%
0

8.45%
31

7.30%
27

12.27%
46

8

Parks and trails

0.00%
0

7.36%
27

5.68%
21

12.53%
47

7

Property maintenance
programs (grants or loans
for designated health and
safety improvements)

4.36%
16

4.05%
15

13.87%
52

6

Incentives for mixed use
development/redevelopment
projects

1.89%
7

10.67%
40

5

Bicycle and pedestrian
facilities

10.13%
38

4

Aesthetic enhancements
(street trees, signage,
beautification, etc.)
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Community
events/programs
4.05%
15

2.72%
10

9.79%
37

4.59%
17

3.26%
12

4.31%
16

14.02%
53

8.65%
32

6.25%
23

9.16%
34

10.85%
41

10.00%
37

5.98%
22

5.12%
19

6.61%
25

7.57%
28

8.15%
30

9.16%
34

3.44%
13

10.27%
38

11.96%
44

6.47%
24

5.03%
19

11.35%
42

25.00%
92

7.82%
29

7.94%
30

22.97%
85

15.49%
57

13.21%
49

19.31%
73

12.16%
45

13.86%
51

38.81%
144

8.20%
31

8.38%
31

7.34%
27

0.00%
0

0.00%
0

0.00%
0

0.00%
0

371

378

370

368

SurveyMonkey

Community gathering
spaces (e.g. public plaza,
town square)
14.81%
56
2.70%
10

City of White Settlement Comprehensive Plan

Address code enforcement
issues
3.23%
12

Adopt/Update land use
regulations (unified
development code)
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Q16 Please include any additional comments you have for making White
Settlement the best place possible for the future.

#

Grocery store

Restrictions/ code enforcement on houses

RESPONSES

4/23/2019 2:53 PM

4/23/2019 3:10 PM

4/23/2019 3:24 PM

DATE

Skipped: 397

1

Fill up empty business parks, increase new housing development

Answered: 212

2

4/3/2019 2:49 PM

3

4/3/2019 2:20 PM

4/17/2019 3:41 AM

4/3/2019 1:39 PM

4

Beautification of the city

4/3/2019 1:00 PM

4/15/2019 5:20 AM

I think that white settlement has a ton of potential. It needs some updates, including a handicap
park that the YAC is hopefully working on to accomplish, and I think that it needs to be more
sanitized. Specifically, by adding trash cans and recycling.

4/2/2019 2:29 PM

Better pay for police so as to retain and obtain better officers. Better communication and
relationship between city departments. ACO needs to respond 24hrs to help various departments

11

Add street side recycling. I hate thinking about how many tons of recycling material is thrown away
by residents every day - two dumpsters is not enough.

4/2/2019 2:17 PM

When the city shows care for it citizens and it self first (water management and streets) others will
see and would want to come into our city and be a part of. Businesses, etc.

12

N/a

4/2/2019 12:33 PM

5

13

The fire department has come a long way in the last year. The Firefighter pay needs to be raised.
City needs to look into providing fire based EMS or third city service EMS. Up date the fire
department and city hall building. Keep supporting the fire department as they have during the
transition under Chief Ball.

4/2/2019 1:10 AM

4/9/2019 10:27 PM

14

Make empty buildings be torn down within 30 days. Make all homes be up to code

4/1/2019 7:30 PM

4/14/2019 1:51 PM

15

Stop the building of Apartment complexes just to boost the cities population so that it will attract
outside franchises. These complexes will ultimately be sources of increased crime.

3/30/2019 4:24 PM

Get rid of trailer parks.

16

I love the small town feel of White Settlement and how important it is for the community to have a
voice and appreciate how the city is giving residents an open forum for this. There is so much of
the city that seems run down and abandoned and just isn’t attractive (Cherry Lane for instance). I
want to see businesses take pride in their store fronts and see more businesses come back in
those vacant buildings.

3/28/2019 9:37 PM

6

17

Making pedestrian walk ways & bicycle riding safer to do in WS should be important. If there is
more to do in WS, we can keep more money in the community.

3/27/2019 1:27 PM

7

18

it would be great if we had a "thing". there's no distinct thing that makes us unique. we need a
statue or a strange architecture city hall or something that makes us unique.

3/26/2019 11:19 PM

Tree planting and landscaping incentives. Require developers to retain, restore, or replant certain
number of trees per residential or commercial area. Require new and restored neighborhoods to
have sidewalks; plant trees along streets and sidewalks. Install street lamps for dim lighting at
night.

19

Family Friendly, Senior appropriate and places for kids to go to and enjoy

3/26/2019 4:23 PM

4/4/2019 12:17 AM

20

More family places.

3/26/2019 3:18 PM

4/4/2019 7:23 AM

21

KEEP OUR PUBLIC SERVANTS FRIENDLY

3/26/2019 12:42 PM

Clean the city up. Code compliance needs to step their game up.

22

Get a better contract for water and garbage pickup. I know that rates are lower in Benbrook. (They
only pick up garbage once a week BUT recycling and bulk trash is picked up every week.)

3/26/2019 9:36 AM

8

23

Na

3/26/2019 9:17 AM

Guys on street crew are so nice

24

Code enforcement would help to beautify the city; it would make the "small town feel" feel less
trashy. Access to better bike/pedestrian trails would encourage more family togetherness and
healthy families. A beautiful city will encourage residents to take pride in themselves, where they
are from and be better stewards of what we have

Try to open up some of the closed run down places

26

25

When the city promises to fix their mistakes they actually do it instead of ignoring the tax payers

3/25/2019 3:36 PM

10

27

Anything that will keep our children safe. There is a lot of speeding in residential areas, which is a
huge concern for all of us parents living near North Elementary.

9

28
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3/25/2019 2:33 PM

3/18/2019 9:22 PM

29

3/17/2019 6:00 PM

More signs around the area advertising recreation activities for adults and kids. Peak interests. Not
many young people in the community know white settlement has classes for adults and kids. Lets
get people out of their house!

3/15/2019 7:14 PM

3/22/2019 12:56 PM

Please lower down on the drugs and up more on people

30

New businesses More community activities.
3/13/2019 6:00 PM

3/21/2019 11:07 PM

39

Make it a place all ages, colors and races can live in harmony.

3/12/2019 7:06 PM

3/13/2019 5:33 PM

I would like to make sure that White Settlement is financially accountable and making economical
decisions, along with working with outside community organizations for the betterment of all White
Settlement community members.

40

More street lights for safety,

3/12/2019 6:20 PM

The people here a great!!!

41

Replace remaining two long term city council members with citizens willing to put the city of White
Settlement above their own interests.

3/12/2019 11:20 AM

31

42

Fun, safe environment

3/12/2019 11:11 AM

3/21/2019 2:34 PM

43

tear down old buildings build new

3/12/2019 9:06 AM

32

44

community involvement

3/12/2019 8:44 AM

3/21/2019 12:43 PM

45

Having grown up in this City as a child, I remember White Settlement because of the experiences I
had here. Going to Chucky Cheese or Showbiz Pizza place and playing video games as well as
seeing movies and visiting Toys R Us. If the City didn't have those businesses, I wouldn't
remember too much about the City. I don't know what the future holds for entertainment...but there
it is.

3/12/2019 8:23 AM

Encouraging recycling and trash pickup as well as providing both recycling and trash receptacles
at all public parks and buildings with signage and encouragement to keep the city clean would be
beneficial. We want to be ahead of the curve, not decades behind.

46

Just stay humble, see what it needs and not what it wants. Personally, fix the streets and make her
feel pretty.

3/10/2019 5:45 PM

Get back to a small town feel. My entire family grew up there. I want to be proud of it and have my
children grow up in those schools.

47

bring in more buisnesses that will help the city thrive and be a better place

3/8/2019 9:53 AM

33

48

N/A

3/7/2019 10:56 PM

3/21/2019 11:21 AM

49

Clean up unsightly neighborhoods.

3/7/2019 10:08 PM

3/20/2019 5:45 PM

50

If your going to remain for the older generation then build more retirement community based
facilities. Recruit their businesses.

3/7/2019 9:05 PM

It going back to driving good businesses out.

51

Revitalize cherry lane.

3/7/2019 7:10 PM

Better street repairs

52

Gentrification of the city.

3/7/2019 3:51 PM

34

53

Start with White Settlemnt Road. It is ugly

3/7/2019 1:38 PM

35

54

We have to get the water issues and prices under control. Put more parks, trails, and places for the
community to enjoy. Make WS the safest small town. Change outside opinions of WS. Stop
building apts on each plot of land that could be a great park with trails. No one likes living around
so many apts that most tenants don't care about. The respect for property is lost on many tenants
and it's hard to sell your home once a complex has been built close to it

3/7/2019 11:43 AM

3/19/2019 8:20 AM

56

55

.

3/7/2019 9:22 AM

3/19/2019 9:24 AM

57
N/A.

3/7/2019 8:22 AM

Maybe look into residential recycling to to eliminate some of the waste being thrown away.

58

I would like to see more eating places and a store around the Cherry Lane and White Settlement
Road area.

3/6/2019 6:36 PM

36

59

Clean up the "trash". The drug addicts walking around, the trash around homes and businesses.
All the old buildings need to go , or have major updates done. All the junk from Las Vegas Trail is
seeping into our city and making it not safe or homey feeling anymore.

3/6/2019 6:05 PM

Water Park issues.

60

Better police presence and clean up Las Vegas Trail

Not sure. More community activities for the families and kids.

61

3/6/2019 4:31 PM

38

62

The city needs to focus on updating the above to continue to draw new citizens with more public
pride and involvment.

37

63

Growth must be organic. Begin by selecting and investing in a specific area of the City, allow the
zoning and building codes to provide a mixed use of reconstruction, and sale the idea of the same
ripple effect that is happening all around us.
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91

90

89

88

87

86

85

84

83

82

81

80

79

78

77

76

75

74

73

72

71

70

69

68

67

66

65

64

Town center like alliance

NA

The city needs to be cleaned up. Right now it looks run down and has an antique city appearance.
This works for some places but others just look like people quit caring what it looks like. Rust
doesn't look well. Mismatched doors on business don't look well. Graffiti doesn't make me want to
stop and check it out.

More eating places around region 11, remove the drug rehab. Upgrade the Library

None

Once you fix a road maintain it. Every time a road is reworked the city has to dig it up and fix
something and then fails to put the road surface down correctly.

More business opportunities and more places for children to gather at

I believe to keep this city as nice as it was when we build 9 years ago. We need to stay on top of
the home owners to keep things cleaned and yards in order

I love white Settlement it has been my home for over 40 years.

Staring to lose the small town feel with the amount of open land that is being bulldozed and used
for new housing (off Chapel Creek/Westpoint area. The commercial properties/land on parts of
Clifford look run down and need to be updated.

?

Let’s get a Race Trac or 7-11 gas station put in at Silver Creek and 820

Give educators a raise. They are the ones teaching our children and helping them find their way
into tomorrow. If they were paid more, the education system would be more joyful for kids because
the teachers would have the ability to provide more.

Clean it up. Refurbish

We have excelent police dept. Would like to see bicycle or even golf cart patrol. Would make them
more aproachable

More retail and a grocery store in white Settlement east of 820

A NICER SHOPPING MALL OR MULTIPLE SHOPS WITH A NEW THEATER, NICE BISTRO
RESTAURANTS, ETC...

Better infrastructure

I just want some of the dilapidated housing torn down. As long as it is there it will continue to be
rented and people will live there.

I'm very concerned with the rise in crime and drugs and the run down appearance of the town.

Make White Settlement a community for all people. Everyone has different opinions on how they
would like this community, so that would be hard to achieve. We need to try to become one and
not segregated and judgemental as we are all different.

Please just let Fort Worth take over. White Settlement had the chance to be taken care of but they
refused to let Lockheed sponsor the schools.

Embrace the entire community including residents west of Loop 820 that contribute to the city by
shopping and supporting local businesses and schools. Any vibrant destination that is “inclusive”
and welcoming to all will thrive and grow. This inclusive piece is missing with some in current city
leadership.

People should be forced to clean up their yard and make the outside of their house is presentable

The apartmemt complexes in White Settlement that have health and safety issues need to be
inspected and repaired accoeding to code and when code enforcment is notified, they actually
investigate

The current streets department is doing a poor job of repairs and wasting taxpayers money in the
process. This department needs a major overhaul!

To attract the best educators, up the salary and/or benefits for all teachers/staff in WSISD. The
state is working on this for teachers, but the aides are grossly underpaid!

The signs around the schools need to be redone (especially West), and the roads, as well as older
buildings given a face lift to make the area more attractable.

Clean up and improve main roads and access ways

Help the citizens understand their investment in their community help them and helps the
community bring in retain, restaurants, entertainment, etc. And not be mean to those who work
here. We spend a good 80% of our time in this town. We are investing in their town too. Invest in
not negate their town.

3/5/2019 11:54 AM

3/5/2019 12:06 PM

3/5/2019 12:15 PM

3/5/2019 12:30 PM

3/5/2019 12:50 PM

3/5/2019 12:55 PM

3/5/2019 1:10 PM

3/5/2019 1:19 PM

3/5/2019 1:39 PM

3/5/2019 1:53 PM

3/5/2019 4:04 PM

3/5/2019 4:17 PM

3/5/2019 6:04 PM

3/5/2019 6:54 PM

3/5/2019 7:00 PM

3/5/2019 7:07 PM

3/5/2019 7:43 PM

3/5/2019 7:52 PM

3/5/2019 8:35 PM

3/5/2019 9:12 PM

3/5/2019 9:58 PM

3/5/2019 10:22 PM

3/5/2019 10:34 PM

3/5/2019 10:36 PM

3/6/2019 8:15 AM

3/6/2019 8:35 AM

3/6/2019 11:48 AM

3/6/2019 3:44 PM

3/6/2019 4:07 PM

3/6/2019 4:21 PM

SurveyMonkey
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119

118

117

116

115

114

113

112

111

110

109

108

107

106

105

104

103

102

101

100

99

98

97

96

95

94

More things for people visiting and people who work in the area to do.

They need another middle school. The one you have is too crowded and outdated.

Cleaner, more aesthetically pleasing views

Crime control drug control School control for crime STOP open enrollment we are overcrowded in
schools. Or build more schools.

Encourage development that does not allow religious inclinations to enter into the equations.
America is supposed to have a separation of church and state despite what some would have us
believe.

We do not need more apartment buildings, we need to stay on top of the existing apartments so
they do not become like those on the the other end of Las Vegas trail.

Make it more attractive

Lower rent cost. ...

No more apartment buildings.

I grew up in White Settlement. I currently live in Fort Worth just west of White Settlement. I LOVE
this community. Some of my comments were painful, but true. I want this city to be a sense of
pride, not a place to pass by or through just to get to a "better" place. I want to see it become a
destination!

If white settlement is to survive going into the future they need to make people clean up Their
homes and property and promote your small businesses that are here and trying hard to stay
afloat. Clean up the commercial buildings that are here we don’t have a real down town at all, we
have nothing but that terrible water park to bring people in.

clean up the area inside the loop

as mentioned it needs a revitalization of businesses and roadways.

less crime, update houses /buildings

none

Seriously, change the name.

I work in and my kids go to the district. WSISD has been aggressive with taking chances to make
the district the best. The city needs to as well. Building sketchy motels doesn't attract the people
that the city needs. I live in the FW side of the district bc the heart of WS is not good. Code
enforcement needs to step up. WS shouldn't be known for homeless people walking around and
run down businesses.

we need to come together as a community better here.

curbside recycling cleanup residential areas---code enforcement

Just clean the city up first. Bulldoze run down empty houses. Redevelop areas. Get some kind of
investment. An actual town square would be nice too.

Make this city drug free, especially around our schools!

The name is really off putting. Especially in todays political and bipolar climate. We are learning
that America is not as progressive and inclusive as we believed. And does White Settlement want
to hang onto a name that puts them on the losers of the wrong side of history?

School support

repairing roads, potholes, increase size of roads on lAS vEGAS TRAIL

Beautification

I lived in White Settlement for 25 years and my children graduated from Brewer High School. I
have been working in White Settlement since 1980 until the present time. In all of those years, I
have not seen any measurable improvements that will draw businesses, people, etc., other than
the school district and more recently Region XI. I believe being more open to shopping and eating
establishments will encourage an overall revitalization of the community. Now going elsewhere is
the best option.

We have to evolve to be competitive. Community pride is different than simply a small town
mindset. Find a balance.

3/5/2019 10:27 AM

3/5/2019 10:34 AM

3/5/2019 10:35 AM

3/5/2019 10:37 AM

3/5/2019 10:38 AM

3/5/2019 10:42 AM

3/5/2019 10:44 AM

3/5/2019 10:45 AM

3/5/2019 10:46 AM

3/5/2019 10:47 AM

3/5/2019 10:47 AM

3/5/2019 10:51 AM

3/5/2019 10:53 AM

3/5/2019 10:56 AM

3/5/2019 10:59 AM

3/5/2019 10:59 AM

3/5/2019 11:10 AM

3/5/2019 11:17 AM

3/5/2019 11:19 AM

3/5/2019 11:20 AM

3/5/2019 11:24 AM

3/5/2019 11:25 AM

3/5/2019 11:27 AM

3/5/2019 11:27 AM

3/5/2019 11:31 AM

3/5/2019 11:31 AM

3/5/2019 11:35 AM

3/5/2019 11:36 AM
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121

May never be feasible but limit the number of out-of-state house/property investment hunters only
interested in purchasing homes in White Settlement for personal gain (ie rental property). Any
White Settlement resident looking to become a first-time homeowner doesn't have a fighting
chance to do so.

3/5/2019 10:09 AM

122

Encourage residential water conservation, residential and business, municipal exerscaping for
beautification, citizens on patrol, place on the cities book....codes that force management
companies to improve/upgrade their rental properties (inside and out, landscaping)....if they are
make money on these properties as a business, then send a message saying the COWS is not a
slumlord community!
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133

132

131

130

129

128

127

126

125

124

123

More patrol officers, City officals having more interaction within community.

MORE WSPD ON ROADS and HEADING OFF STREET CRIMES.

Bring more retailers to white settlement on cherry lane & white settlement rd maybe even a
grocery store here in the neighborhood. Dog control also. See loose dogs everywhere around
neighborhood. Hard to walk or ride bikes in neighborhoods

Find a way to get rid of the apartments & townhomes of Cherry On and Meadow Park or require
major updates. City needs major beautification plans. Get creative or seek outside community
development services.

Speed humps to slow down traffic

To clean the city up

Make it easier to have businesses, that help our city.

WS needs to be in line with the Texas average of homes being rented. We’re well above the
average. That alone will help clean up the city beautification. Streets need repaired, sidewalks
added for those interested in getting out and walking/jogging. Code enforcement needs to pick up
the slack. Too many houses with junk in visible sight. Get the full potential out of veterans park.
Allow beer sales. It’s overwhelmingly helped Softball World in Euless. In fact, so many players
drive the distance to play there because of that reason alone, myself included. The park could be
hosting adult softball games nightly, receiving profits from both, teams registering to play and from
alcohol sales. It’s a win for everyone.

We need to bring back that small town feel again.

Every other house is a trash heap. I built a new house, and I love it, but the crime and my
neighbors houses being disgusting makes me want to leave. I didn't realize how embarrassing it is
to tell someone I live in White Settlement. If codes were enforced I think it would help a lot. Maybe
more police patrol. Enforcing laws on panhandlers. Curfew for teenagers. More aesthetic appeal
and landscaping.

A better animal control center/employees, less trash everywhere, a little gun and drug control,
better schools, etc

Na

Love being part of WS and how the police is always helpful and watching out for us.

Change the name for starters. I know why it’s called White Settlement but mist people don’t and it
has a reputation.

Up grade the over all look

Reduce our water bills.

Better accountability with in the permits and code Department, follow through with job or projects
city has started

Members of our Boards and City Council need to do there homework (deep dive if necessary)
before making and announcing decisions. And if things change, they need to keep us updated!

Softball and/or baseball practice is held at West Elem. When the cars park on Rowland and the
property owners also are parked in front of their homes, it is impossible to go down the street.
(Can't use S. Judd south from WS. Rd.) I would like the city to widen the street to enable the cars
to be parked for the practice but also for traffic to get through. It's also a similar problem when
school gets out and parents are waiting in the car line.

While I like my neighborhood, driving through WS reveals sorry roads, run-down houses and
businesses, and a general depressed economy. If we want to attract new businesses and families,
these things will have to change. And as a resident, I know all too well about the water department
woes. Just getting utilities set up is a huge hassle and an unwelcoming sign to a newcomer. If WS
wants to cast a vision as a destination place, all of these things will have to improve. There are too
many neighboring cities that don't have these issues. There is a feeling of community and pride
among many, but these issues aren't enough to overcome the negatives. It is great that you're
trying to make it better... a great start! Hopefully, we'll be able to make some positive changes.
Thank you!

Please clean up the crime and drug issues. Also the schools are very very poor. After transferring
to a charter academy from west elementary, my child was two grade levels behind. That is
unacceptable.

More housing, more jobs

police keeping a closer eye on what’s going on

Promises made and kept by the city Officials. No more playing good ole boy system from officials

I would like a cleaner environment

The DFW area is in the midst of a housing boom but my neighborhood is largely elderly and
houses for sale sit on the market for months at a time. White Settlement needs to make its number
one priority improving its perception to make it a desirable place for families and young folks to live.
You cannot continue to fund the city by increasing taxes on a base with fixed or limited income.
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Again, clean up this town, fix the potholes, and start from there. Business will not come if trash
piles on on the curbs and their vehicle needs an alignment when they leave.

Update library facility and possibly extend the hours, encourage family friendly atmosphere and
events, create safe outdoor places for young families, and add better recycling options.

If we can get younger families involved then we stand a better chance of growing this town
beyond measure.

Affordable for single parents with low income

More greenery More trees

I also want to add. We need to have Lockheed drivers know we have speed limits for a reason.
Start cracking down on ticketing them for driving to fast and running stop signs. Would also like to
know speed limit for Bomer Rd. 60mph is too fast.

Less crime, cleaner neighborhoods

White Settlement is an old city, much of it needs to be updated to attract people to want to come
here. Too many abandoned retail spaces and torn up houses for people to see and not want to be
here.

Strive to keep the small town feel while maintaining a sense of community and developing into a
destination for events, shopping, dining and entertainment . In combination with beautifying the
overall asthetic appeal of the city and protecting our natural resources.

Set a bar for landscape in yard views there’s to many tabs that look like junk yards

Make the heart of the city attractive to where people will want to come into White Settlement. We
need a grocery store, where the old Buddies use to be on W.S. Rd, for the people who live in the
old part of W.S. There are a lot of elderly and retirees who still live in the old part of W.S. who really
don't want to drive on the busy roads to Wal Mart or Albertsons. Build on land where the homeless
people come in to live in the woods. White Settlement needs to build for the future of the young
people of this community.

Keeping White Settlement gang and crime free.

Making Splash Dayz profitable

Participate in conventions where businesses are seeking to expand

Improve wait times on street lights at night. Nothing more scary than a lone female sitting at a light
for 5 mins. No other cars on the road. Feel like a sitting duck.

White Settlement needs better “curb appeal”. It looks very trashy in areas so maybe new property
codes need to be established. We need more lighting and police patrols or crime is just going to
get worse. We have a high amount of rental property here and we need hold landlords accountable
for property deterioration etc. also homeowners as well.

Attitude & people need to follow traffic laws. Need to stop speeding & running red lights. Police
pick & choice who they want to stop. I watch people speeding thru school zones everyday. But
police don't stop them.

Improved crime prevention, pedestrian or bicycle police may help with neighborhood crime.

Ser all other notes- water- street repsirs- lighting- more police

Fewer rental properties- The number of apartments, trailer parks, rent houses have contributed to
many of the problems we see today. When this was a quiet suburb of homeowners the quality of
life was much better.

It just feels unsafe to live here now. Which stinks because we like living here. I feel like having
more job opportunity or public transportation would help some of the population obtain and retain
jobs. I won't even sit on my front porch at night anymore because we don't feel safe.

Continue running the police department as you do now. One thing I do love about living in White
Settlement is how safe and secure i feel seeing police patrolling our streets.

There needs to be better security at Liberty and West Elementary, and especially at the middle
school. There have been way too many instances at those schools, an armed officer needs to be
on site at those schools at all times. Most of the problem is that area near Cherry Lane and Las
Vegas Trail is a filthy area, there is a lot of crime over there and it's getting out of control - more
police presence is needed.

Staff and other individuals need to take a tour of a few cities that they would like to copy and take
notes together. Take pictures and make slide shows. I think that this would help unify a decision
as to where we are going as a city. This is a 20 year dedication, not just for tomorrow. Lets make it
right for our kids and grandkids.

Looking into transit. You have to go on the other side of 30 (which some people are scared of) to
get to a bus stop.

Need more trails and ways t ok get around with sidealks and transit.

The city needs some sort of distinctive building or statue or something that can act as a sort of
identifying monument.
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Enforce all code compliance and run the drugs out of our town.
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Consider increasing safety of citizens, students and visitors. Adding police officers and enhancing
law enforcement efforts in any way.

.......

Keep reaching out to residents on social media. It is tje easiest way gor me to be involved.

There is room to grow, and the right people are leading the city now. Continue down the path of
attracting home owners and businesses.

I truly encourage to make it a law to keep the city clean! Including schools surroundings

No more apartment and motels, better lighting, remove the beggars/ squatters.

The City of White Settlement should move forward with the changing of communities around us. It
also appears to be a huge number of homeless and pan handers.

Keep the ages of ALL residents in mind when making decisions. We all want to be included. Also,
how about animal adoption fairs & job fairs & advertising events at the Splash Dayz center? Bring
the community together.

Better policing of the drug trafficking

Stop relying on tarrant county for everything. They are the reason everything takes so long

If we can get the drugs and crime under control. Get our empty buildings full of various
businesses. Get our city back to the citizens caring about their properties, the land lords enforcing
the up keep of their property. Make it safe for our kids, and future generations. Get our city council,
mayor all on the same page... to serve the people, for the people, not for their own agendas. Don’t
get me wrong... we have a couple I believe are doing so. But we have the water departments
recent error, that shouldn’t have happened, citizens having to figure that out..... I could go on. But i
wont

More competitive teacher salaries to attract better quality teachers. Less apartment homes, clean
up the city.

Make it attractive for young families. If we stay in white Settlement I would love to own a store
some day in town but a lot of the areas seam very ran down.

Clean up the city and improve roads

N/a

Please, no more apartments and motels/ hotels. We have enough churches that pay no property
taxes. We need code enforcement to approve the appearance of the city, and a city center that
provides some kind of identity for the city.

Please make sure that all the old corruption in every area and department (including police) is
completely gone so that ws does not fall back into the same downgraded position again.

Continue to grow as s community

N/a

Get rid of the drugs

Hold homeowners accountable for their properties but work with them if they can't afford to fix
everything immediately. Don't let business people have whatever they want just to get them in.
There was a lot of brother-in-lawing in the past, DON'T allow this in the future. This city is small
and the reason I bought a house here. Don't try to turn it into something it's not, but celebrate the
charm it could have. Cherry lane is just depressing to look at. Make the owners of those empty
buildings at least make them look decent if they're just going to sit there vacant.

Almost seems like the city is stuck in a time warp ...the 80s and 90s are in the past.......

I already see changes with new properties being built. But I do think the neighborhoods are too
dense

Overall all code enforcement clean ups and more trails and parks for families

Community playground with artificial grass and covered

The city needs to have more of an identity. It has a great ISD, but for years the businesses
allowed in town were auto related. There isn’t anything intising about going to White Settlement

White Settlement must be more permanent resident friendly. The population is aging

Clean up some of these motels specifically the one behind IHOP. Rezone where it make since for
commercial and residential. Love the fireworks and other community events we have. Keep it
going.

Attractiveness: repaired streets, good signage, responsive signals. If a city looks good people will
want to be here

Maintain existing households ,clean up overgrown lots and delapadated buildings .Fix roads not
just patch over but actually fix .

The LVT area is a real concern It should be taken seriously or we will see WS turn as LVT has

Don't let the clean up of LVT push crime and criminals into White Settlement.
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Adding additional entertainment
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Use the field between lariat and saddle behind the houses for a kids park.
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Street signs need to be more readable, shopping centers need incentives to upgrade and get new
business, especially in the Cherry Lane area. Encourage small busness owners to be more
involved in the community, like joining the White Settlement BBB. Encouraging citizens to
volunteer...reinstate White Settlent Pioneers Days. We missed out 75th anniversary two years
ago.
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Reduce crime. Clean up the city.
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